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FOREWORD

Twenty-six years have passed since the launch of Sputnik I, and
though the public fervor that then accompanied our nation's space
programs has abated, progress has continued. Colonel Cass
Schichtle, USAF, tras our vital national effort to make first and best
use of space.

For the first time In twenty years, funding for space efforts in
support of national defene has not only caught up with funding for
NASA projects, It now exceede It by nearly twenty-five percenL
Recognizing that with the Space Shuttle as the nation's primary
launch vehicle of the future, civilian and military space programs are
being drawn inextricably together, Colonel *Schlchtle reaffirms the
necessity for a comprehensive national $pace policy. He proposes a
policy which will continue to set realistic goals for the civilian space
agency and to support the new US Air Force Space Command.

This National Security Affairs Monograph should prove
Instructive and helpful to all students and policyifakers concerned
with-and responsible for-the future use of space.
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* 'PRFACE

This monograph trace the National Space Program and Its
confusing history from the 1960s to the 1990s. Its focus Is the Gov-
erment agencies charged with leading this nation's public and mili-
tary programs, t National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NS fDefense (DOD),reecIiyi
Although the legal role each agency plays can be found in the

Spae Act of 1968, the. progrom each pursues are most governed
by national space policy. Thus, the central theme of ti work Is civil-
Ion and military space policies and the oraiztonlcanges that

The Introduction and chapte 1 review events and Influences
that hame been pWW o the complex space poliy formulatin process.
Chapter 2 presentis a rather detailed evolution of the National Space
Program thfough past administrations for an understanding that is
essential to put current Mssue int proper perspective

gTo Itep this work uncflfed, there Is no mention of the Ineli-
gence community's space work, and program-specfic data on mil-
tary space systems are kept to a minimurn4Thle self-imposed
restriction lited t research to primarily opdibraure.)

Of the many space experts formally Interviewed and the'dearly
100 audiors citd, Arthur L. Levine's The Future of the US Space
Pr'ogrwn (Mme York: Praeger Publishers, 1975) infuened this
volume tOe most. A former NASA employee and at presen a univer-
alky professo, as well as a noted author, Mr. Levine holds views on
the formulation Of COfVIlu spes olicis bough the Nixon adminis-
0 atlnmd pro neaiai f8OR Vie UMur that were partiularly incl-

saand h*Ouito me. To him, therefore, goes my first debt of
gralide.
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This research would not have been possible without the further
help and generous cooperation of the Congressional Research Serv-
Ice, especially Marcia S. Smith of the Science Policy Research Divi-
sion. An author and specialist In energy and aerospace systems, Ms.
Smith answered my many questions and provided literally volumes
of information. I received valuable criticism from Colonels Charles
Helmack, Robert Giffen, Christopher Branch, and Stu Perkins and
Captain Robert Reed (USN), fellow students at the National War
College, each of whom read a draft of the monograph. Special credit
Is due Colonel Fred Kiley, Profesor of Reseach and, hopefully, a
personal friend for many years to come, as well as the entire Nation-
al Defense Univerity Research Directorate, for reviewing, editing,
and bringing this effort to press.

Of grealest importance, I am grateful for the patience, under-
standing, and moral support of my wife, Unda, and my children,
Julle, Chris, Mark, Nick, Matt, and Cassie. The time I took away from
them to write this monograph while comleting the resident National
War College curriculum can never be restored. Although too little
compensation, I dedicate this research effort to them.

CASS SCh4ICHTLE
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United States was strictly limiting its military space projects to
defense-support missions for early-wamning systems, recon-

naissance, communications, and navigation. Even though in-
ternational agreements prohibited weapons of mass
destruction in orbit and other aggressive uses of space, satel-
lites and space stations obviously had potential military
capabilities. If rival powers began to use space for potentially
aggressive purposes, despite international agreements, the
United States would have to reconsider its own military space
posture.

Whether the US space program had a civilian or a military
orientation depended on the Government's space policy. Simi-
larly, whether the United States developed its space projects
to compete with those of other nations or for noncompetitive
uses-with or without the cooperation of other nations or In-
ternational organizations-all depended on space policy.
Within these alternatives, space policy also determined the
priorities for exploration, science, and practical applications,
and the role of manned space flight in each. Many factors
other than military security entered into the governmental de-
cisions that shaped space policy, such as Inte."national coop-
eration, technological prowess, scientific discovery,
commercial applications, and national pride and prestige.
These factors were molded chiefly by the National Aeronaut-
ics and Space Admiristration (NASA), the nation's civilian
space agency, and the Department of Defense (DOD), espe-
dally the US Air Force. The influence enjoyed by NASA and
DOD with the President, his staff agencies, and Congress,
coupled with support from the aerospace Industry, the scientif-
ic community, and the public, determined the thrs of the na-
tions space policy.

What happened? OffIal US policy towards space explo-
ration fluctuated dramatically from the culmination of Presi-

ndt Kennedy's mandate lo Ind men on the moon by the end
of the decade to the cur ent policy of w4v spew budets

.with few pw. a. ..d no spa* agu;t- _,
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The 1970s witnessed a shift away from a manned space
flight emphasis and toward unmanned "application" satellites.
Not only were the last three Apollo lunar landing missions can-
celled, the once ambitious Apollo applications program, re-
named Skylab, was also reduced in scope to a single space
station. The ASTP international space flight In July 1975 her-
aided the end of the Apollo era.

NASA acknowledged in the early 1970s that the
"aerospace depression" had clearly begun and that the old
days of "gung ho for space" were gone.2 Despite this situa-
tion, on 5 January 1972 President Nixon made the scarcely
noticed announcement that the United States would start de-
velopment of the space shuttle. From 1976 to 1978, NASA
faced cost and schedule problems on the space transportation
system and, saddled with low-level funding, had to cut back in
other endeavors. Consequently, space science and applica-
tions programs suffered and dreams of large civilian space
stations orbiting in the 1980s dimmed.

Meanwhile, this period saw military programs rapidly ex-
panding, with satellites being developed and launched for a
variety of functions, Including reconnaissance (phokogaphic,
electronic, early warning, ocean surveillance, and nuclear ex-
plosion detection), communications, navigation, meteorology,
and geodesy.

The banner year for houes sunaunding US activins i
outer space proved to be 1981. The first two flights of the
shuttle reminded the nation not only that it had a space pro-
gram (no US citizen had gone to space in six years), but that
space could be used for military as well as civilian activities.
NASA's space shuttle is the point at which the civilian and mil-
itary space programs clearly intersect. Not only is the shuttle
America's major commitment to space exploration and explol-
tation, It is the first NASA spacecraft o have a military role.'

Developing policies and goals for DOD's military and
NASA's civilian programs, and for Interaction between the
two, has become critical because of tighter budgets, since

/
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many of the efforts seem duplicative. In addition, DOD's space
budget authority has grown to exceed NASA's (table 1). With
the advent of the space shuttle. :% wherein both agencies will
be using the same launch system, clear distinctions between
the two programs are blurring, and the possibility of merging
them into one agency has arisen.4

Other issues about the Government's increasing role in
space have surfaced and Include NASA's operation of sys-
tems, such as the space shuttle, once the systems are out of
the research and development phase$ and the military space
command. (The initial legislation for establishing a separate
Air Force space command was Introduced by Representative
Ken Kramer (R-Colo.).G)

In addition, the roles in space of other Federal agencies
and the private sector are growing. The Department of Com-
merce, for example, has responsibility now for operating me-
teorological satellites and responsibility in the future for
remote sensing satellites. Not only is a greater segment of pri-
vate industry using space technology, such as communica-
tions satellites, one company (Boeing) Is Interested in
operating space systems, such as the shuttle, directly.

Concurrently, space is becoming more International in
character. China, India, Japan, and the Soviet Union have
their own launch capabilities. In addition, the European Space
Agency (ESA), a group of 11 European nations, is now testing
its Ariane launch vehicle, which is expected to compete direct-
ly with the space shuttle for launching commercial payloads
into space.

In the increasingly complex world of space policy, the na-
tion no longer has one overall goal but rather a multipurpose
program, encompaing both manned and unmanned flight,
civilian science and ans, ad military security. In sub-
sequent chapters, this monograph traces the evolution of the
civilian and military programs that have constituted the overall
national space program. This, In turn, reveals the crrent
stage of transition of national policy and military and ~
organizational postures.
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1. PO.ICY DEVELOPNMENT IE I

On 2 November 1981, the Los Angeles Times published
an article by Representative Edward P. Boland (D-Mass.),
Chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on
Housing and Urban Development and Independent Agencies:

If, the truth were known, never was this nation's
space program beset by more uncertainty, greater disar-
ray and a cloudier future in all its 30-year history.

... it all comes back to a problem of dollars. It Is not
possible to squeeze a major shuttle development pro-
gram and new planetary missions and aeronautical re-
search out of a continually contracting budget.

And so NASA is at the crossroads. Decisions must
be made, and made soon, on the future role of the US ci-
vilian space agency. What will happen to the space shut-
tie? WiN it become a $15 billion white elephant?

Ironically, the shuttle may gradually evolve primarily
Into a military vehicle. That would be a particularly dlffi-
cult plll to swallow because, in trying to hold the shuttle's
funding harmless, naely all NASA's science and appliea-
tions programs are being sacrificed. That tragi and
frustrating scenario appears to be the trend.

In effest, we may be witnessing the gradual "militari-
zation" of NASA. Sadly, we may see NASA become noth-
ing more than an arm of the Department of Defense
tasked with uxnn a trucking company. That would -
rogiat to the Japanese and the European many science
appicaons and commimcalo- pograms in the next
decade. When one aoks at the trends, it Is hard to as-
cape tw onclusions.

7



... until a s policy Is set out that succeeding Ad-
ministrations and Congresses will stick with, we are go-
ing to continue to pay more for les.1

Two months later, the Washington Post quoted George
Keyworth, the President's Science Advisor, from his speech
before the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence: "The government must seek out the less productive re-
search areas in science and sharply cut their funds....
Planetary exploration programs produce less hard science
than other parts of the federal space science budget. ' 2

Meanwhile, on the DOD side of the ledger, the Air Force
has a freshly activated Air Force Space Command. However,t a at the time the bill was in Congress to rename the Air Force as
the Aerospace Force (a motion which was declined) and set
up a space command, the Air Force Times asked this
question:

Is it time to take the military space program out of the
closet and expand It Into a full-blown national effort? Or
should we maintain the fiction that our only interest in
space is scientific and exploratory and continue to let the
military ride the civilian program on a space-available
basis?

While the Soviets make no bones about their military
involvement in the area, we have clung doggedly to the
position that ours is a peaceful, civilian effort "untainted"
by military consideations.'

In addition, the Air Force Thres reported criticism of DOD by
the Government Accounting Office (GAO) in April 1982:

The Defens parment has a lmited view of space
and isn't doing a it could to exploit that frontier ....

The United States should take immediate action to
provide a oap@llN to exploit spae and protect our Inter-"t ere ....

Athoush 000 sald it vim spes as an aEunc to
accomplisg oew mlssions such as providing oommu-
nicaftons suiveilianoe, navigaion and metleorological

f
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support, presidential policy directives Call for broader
iactions ....

These policies include: (1) maintaining the right of
free aoess to space; (2) exploring and using spece to
support national well-being; and (3) pursuing space activ-
ites for national defense, deterrence of attack and arms
control.

Achieving these broad objectives ... requires the fo-
cus on space as a mission area, not a functional one as
is the case today.4

One way of using space as a mission area was recom-
mended by the conservative Hedtage Foundation in March
1982. In Its study, "High Frontier," the foundation proposed "a
major shift in US defense strategy In which nonnuClear weap-
ons shot from satellites In space ... would destroy Soviet mis-
siles as they are flying toward the United States."'5

While the militarization of NASA or the threat of it becom-
ing an arm of. DOD is remote, the steady erosion of space adc-
once and applications budgets, coupled with the unlikelthood
of another Apollo or shuttle research and develop effort,
clouds the civilian space agency's future. Barring some cata-
lytic event, such as Sputnik, that would focus national atten-
tion on another major space endeavor, NASA Is destined to
Inherit only the roles of the nation's researcher for advanced
aeronautical and space technology and the "point of contact"
for Intemational cooperative efforts In space.

Conversely, DOD's space efforts are expanding and Its
responsibtiles are growing. Given the objective of DOD, to
prevent war, particularly nuclear war, DOD must be prepared
to wage war if necessary, even In space. Not to be prepared
for thIs eventuality would be to deny both the Soviet threat and
the lasons leaned from the growth of air power. The GAO's
crc61&is:m notwItIn- ndin, the Air Force has recognized the
kiwport n of Space asa missIon aa for sone time bid is
delliquent In qxhdt it basic dotrine. It is time to expand

S/ the mntely space progrui ino a full-blown national efort.
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IMIERHATIONAL AGIW.~

Soon after Sputnik 1, many countries realized that legal
problems might evolve from row venture Into space. To dat,
this concern has resulte In four space treaties. (See appn-
dix A.)

Space Treaties and Conventions
The first treaty to be signed was the "Treaty on Principles

Governing the Activities of States In the Exploration and Use
of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bod-
ies" (more simply, the Outer Space Treaty or OST). First con-
sidered by the United Nations (UN) Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space In 196W It entered Into force on
10 October 1967. The OST was concerned with only general
principles and did not Involve details for effectuating the con-
cepts it contained. The three treaties which followed expand-
ed on its premises.

The "Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return
of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched Into Outer
Space" (Astronaut Rescue and Return Agrement) elaborated
on articles V and VIII of the OST. After four years of consider-
ation in the UN, It entered into force on 3 December 1968.

The third space agreement, "Convention on International
Uability for Damage Caused by Space Objects," took the
longest to ratify. Legal liability for damage was firt considered
by the UN In 1958, but the convention was not completed until
9 October 1973.

The latest International space agreement, "Convention on
Registration of Objects Launched Ifto Outer Space," was
bsed on the voluntary regltration system that has been In
operation since 1902. This convention established amandato.
ry system for oentralizod and public registry of all space ob-
jects and entered Ifo fom on I5 Sephmbw 198.

The OST wi ft p ricipal Inmon agreement7 that dab with mMutey qspace-940-1 activites. Article IV of

.". V " .e o
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the OST prohibits the placement of nuclear weapons or any
other weapon of mass destruction in earth orbt, the Install
tion of such weapons on celestial bodies, or the stationing of
such weapons In outer space In any manner. It does not pro-
hibit use of lCOMs with nuclear warheads in suborbit or frac-
tional orbit. Although "weapons of mass destruction" Is not
defined, the generally accepted view Is that they Include nu-
clear, chemical, and biological weapons.

Article IV also specifies that the moon and other celestial
bodies are to be used "exclusively for peaceful purposes."
The Soviets have defined this phrase as "nonllituy," while1
the United States has Interpreted it more expansively as
"nonaggWOeSlve." Although military personnel may be used for
scientific research or any other peaceful purpose, certain spe-
cific activities are proibtMd on celestial bodies, sugh as the
establishment of military bases, Installations, or fortifications;
the testing of any weapon; and the conduct of military
maneuvers.

There are other space agreements with military knplica-
tions in addition to the OST. Article I of the Lmited Test Ban
Treaty of 1963 prhibt nuclear weapons tests or any other
nuclear explosions in outer space.

Two provisions of the UN Charter were made especially
applicable to space by article III of the OST. In their Interna-
tional relations, members of the UN may not use frce against
the territorial Integrity or poitcal independence of any stae
(article 2 (4), UN Charter). however, member states do have
the inherent right of Individual or collective self-defense If any
armed attack occurs (article 51, UN Charot). The United
States has traditionally maintained a broader right: Oe., mlii-
tary, economic, or political) to respond to any teat in self-
defense, to act In anticipatory self-defense, or to act in
sf-defense to avoid acckkn Iury.

The Andbelslc Misf (ASM) Treaty of 1972 prohibits
k. interferwe with mreonaissa-e salit verfication of treaty
compl e (Wrle 0 A- ilopment, estin or de-

/ ploymentof sce-based MM syms and ther componens
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(artcles IV a-d V). The 10larpresumably Includes radmi for
early warning of strategic bafltic amssle atack

Article I of the Envrne11 oifcto Convention
prohibit military or other hostile wse of nvionmental modifi
cation technique as fth meas of destrcton darnags, or Wn
jury to any other state party It such usage has -- dspea
(several hundred square kilomete area), long-lasting (several
months or apoiteya season), and severe effects (senl-
cus or significant dirpinor harm to hunm ftl natural and

mconoic resource, or other asemb). EuwlronMsn niodill
cation techniques ame defired as any techniqu for- changin
through deliberate mn1iplion of natural Processes the dy4-
namics, com positon.1 or structure of the earth or outer spacoeI.

The Momn Treaty was unanimusl endoruod by the UN
General Assembly in Oscembe 1979 and referred to member
states for signature and ratification. As of the early 19M~, the
United States has neither ratified nor signed the agreement,
nor has the execulve branch formally submited the egres-
mentto the Senate forihe coneent, nor don t appear Masly to
for som tirme to omre. H-owever, If It were to bevrtfed, the
Moon Treaty would Impose toe bfolown additional legal

Fbrs, it wouw exted prohbitin on use of force or threat
of uss of fo fa ,any other hostie adtorthreatof hostile #00
In the are of treat* plel (fth MOon, Other celetia
bodiesI a cSpt the earth, and orf sIwu auN a ralectories to0
or around those celesta bodie);

Second, It would extend 'peaolu purpose" and reated
offpohbtin to orbits wround the trajeclories to or aWound
celesta bodies; and

ThMd, It WOWl Prohibi ktt fe Wit acvities Ofotr
states patis in t wee Of ryagIKl.

Thus, US activities In space we conducted witi t con-
tUxtof a bdofb einatbn1-a-tmeweltasdomlstlol h . i
lWmOW body Of bMWW e ldx mtitilRal treatise kfttMftde

urn 2



conventions, and 1tn customs and practices directly
Influences space policy and activities.

From a military point of view, the most significant of these
is the customary behavior toward space by the United States
and Russia, until recently the only nation states capable of
exploiting space. There am provisions in the OST, ASM Trea-
ty, and the Limited Test Ban Treaty restricting specf types of
military activities in space (weapons of mass destruction, in-
terference with national technical means of treaty verification,
developmn and deployment of a spae-bas ABM, and nu-
clear testing in space). With the exception of these provisions,
nothing in the body of International space law specifically de-
fines whether or not a particular use of space conforms to the
general pinciple set down in the OST and. the UN Charter.
Since the OST recognizes the inherent national right of self-
defense (as stated in article 51 of the UN Charter), the United
States supports the concept of the peaceful use of space but
inWerprets such use .to mean nontggressive In contrast to

From a civian point of view, there is comiderWe latitude
for policy floxblty within this minimal regulatory regime. A ba-
sic oectIv, of US cin space policy has been to conduct na-
tional programs to promote an International climate of
legitimacy, ac ceptmance, and minimal itrenc.The United
States has carefully developed and maintained worldwide
user communities In areas of launch assistance, remote
senoing, weather service, telecommunications, and space
sclences.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
In summiin Min"natn ef"fts in space with oun-

tie o than th Sovie Union *ro 1070, Marca S.
Sit, a speca in asepace an rg sysems r t
Congressional Reisearch Service, said
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Lete Ageemn s, used for programs such as exoeri-
ments on NASA satellites and signed by NASA's International
Affairs DMvson and its forig counterparts; and

Lastly, Informal projects, conducted without signed
agreements. (They account for a sigmflcant percentage of
NASA's cooperative efforts.)

Only Executive Agreements must be processed through
DOS, but NASA also obtains State Department concurrence
on Memoranda of Understanding and Informs DOS of Its In-
tention to formulate Letter Agreements.

NASA offers two types of arrangements for launching for-
eign payloads: rnti a ments and reimbursale
agreements. Under the cooperative arrangement, the United
States provides the launch vehicle and services free of chargeIn reurn for access to resulting scientific information. No ex-
change of funds takes place between the two countries, and
each Is esponsile for its own ibution. Under the reim-bursable arrangement, NASA charges the user for launch
services and the travel expenses of joint working group partic-
ipants, and since 1976 NASA has attempted to recover certainIndirect costs, such as project managemnt, engnerng sup-
port, depreciation, and research and development.

From 1962 through 1978, there were nearly 40 coopera-tive lance with a wide variety of stated purposes. They in-
cluded Ionospheric studies, atmospheric physics, radio
atonomy, solar astronomy and cosmic rays, particles andfied, amosperic stde, Iesigtons of wind speeds at
variou aMkidi, elsetric and magnetic fkds, gaht X-ray
somee, pfr t and procesus in the vicinity of the s.n,sperlmentl ommlosio~ns, interactions of interlanealry
media with the earth's environment, and ultraviolet

Inht 10y peurd from D eember 196 o DecembertBy 17S, thr.wee-- rohmai 0 rembursaw'ble; lauoe
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cent dealt with communications (military, domestic, experi-
mental), and the others included interplanetary magonetic
fields, solar and cosmic rays, meteorology, and extraerrshtal
gamma ray studies. Nearly all of the western European na-
tions participated plus Britain, Canada, Japan, Indonesia,
NATO, and the European Space Agency.

I Carefully constructed cooperativ6 programs have yielded
the benefits of access to foreign scientific and technological
expertise, foreign research and development facilities, and
foreign funds. This strategy has been successful for the
United States in terms of foristgn expenditures for the develop-
merit of spacecraft for Joint programs, construction of hard-
ware for US spacecraft, and support of scientific expedments
on joint missions. In addition, this strategy has not Involved
setting aside money specifically for Intematio" cooperative
projects. Cooperation is carded o, t through participation in
domestic projects competitively selected on their own merits
and funded under domestic funding lines.

NASA continues to pursue c tive ventures in space
for at least three more reasons. First, in these tight budget
times that all industrialized democracies are facing, no nation
can afford to dominate all areas of scientific accomplishment.
Collaboration on large-scale, high-cost science and applica-
tions programs provides the opportunity to pursue projects
that might otherwise be too expensive.

Another reason for continuing cooperative space projects
Is less tangible, but still real. Meanngful participation by allied
nations In high-visiblity programs fosters the desired Image of
openness In US projects that effectively counters Russian at-
tempts to cast suspicion. For Instance, despite early objec-
tions to the US remote-sensin program, the programs have
now received widespread support because of the availability
of the programs to all foreign nations. Lastly, cooperation Is a
factor In minimizing compeitive pressure. For example, f a

. / friendly naton develops a sfutl-oMptlb stem, it not
7': /, only supps the US efort but diverts forelin reoumes from

competitve programs.
, .,
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It Competition from Foreign Efforts
The United States is observing aggressive pursuit of the

space technology market by Europe and Japan in such areas
as launch services, remote sensing, and telecommunications
satellites. Foreign governments support competition perva-
sively by funding research and development, by price subsidi-
zation and financing, by development of attractive package
deals, and by creation of government-backed marketing
organizations.

Industry to government relationships in other couqtries
differ greatly from those In the United States. Although thb pri-
vate sector is active, their government intervention acknowl-
edges limitations on the ability of the private sector to support
research, development, and operational costs for projects of
the magnitude required by space. Aggressive upfront money
by European and Japanese Governments has ensured their
effective competition in the world market place. In Japan, the
Ministry of Industry and Trade forms partnerships with Japa-
nese industry on high risk, high technology projects and ac-
tively promotes international marketing. In France, the
aerospace industry is actually 50 percent government owned.

In the area of launch services, when it becomes opera-
tional the European Space Agency's Arlane launch vehicle will
move, if successful, into a traditional US preserve, reimbursa-
ble launch services. Through aggressive marketing, low
prices, and attractive financing, the Arane could operate at
full capacity by 1986 and possibly capture up to 30 percent of
the world market for reimbursable communications satellite
launches.

In the area of remote sensing, competitive systems are
beginning to proliferate, especially ground station hardware.
While France and Japan are motivated by the prospects of
commercial sales for their industries, some developing coun-
tries, like India and Brazil, are motivated by the political pres-

!! tige of operating their own systems. Canadian, German,
French, and Japanese companies have well developed prod-
uct lines for ground receiving hardware and processing equip-
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ment. Furthermore, a number of foreign firms offer data
analysis and other value-added services, an area heretofore
dominated by the United States.

Foreign international sales efforts often rely on compre-
hensive government aid packages and concessionary financ-
ing. In commercializing its remote-sensing satellite system,
France has made a 10-year commitment to data continuity
and government subsidies. While funding assistance is also
active in Canada, Germany, and Japan, it has been the prac-
tice of the US Agency for International Development not to
fund foreign acquisitions of remote sensing systems.

In the area of telecommunications, the ability of the US in-
dustry to continue to provide needed domestic and interna-
tional services Is contingent on rapidly expanding demands.
Competition in this multibillion dollar market for telecommuni-
cations equipment is coming from European and Japanese
firms. In these countries, government-industry teams and di-
rect government-sponsored research and development serve
to reduce perceived program risks and spur cj *mestc Industry
in effective international competition.

SOVIET SPACE ACTIVITIES

As evidenced by recent actions, the Russians may
choose to violate the provisions of the previously mentioned
space treaties without notification or explanation. Clarence
Robinson points out In Aviation Week and Space Technology
the following Soviet record.

(1) The Soviets have tested an air defense system in
an antiballistic missile mode that Is a clear violation of the
ABM Treaty; (2) During recent war games, the Soviets
exercised a 2-5 day reok)ad procedure for the SS-18
heavy ICBM in violation of the SALT accord; (3) Tests of
a new submarine-launched ballistic missile used
encrypted telemetry that is also a violation of the SALT
provisions; (4) A new Soviet sir-aunched cruise missile
was tested from the Backfire bomber with a missile
range greater than 600 kcm, the maximum distance per-

Ii /I
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mitted by the unratified SALT 2 agreement; (5) the
SS-18 is clearly designed to carry 12-14 reentry vehi-
cles, not the 10 limited by SALT 2.8

In addition,

With the deployment of the flat twin movable ABM ra-
dar system, the new missile tested against RVs (reentry
vehicles) and the battle management radar around
Moscow, the Soviets are building toward a capability to
break out of the ABM agreement with a clear-cut capabil-
Ity and leave the US behind.9

Overt defiance is not the only argument against the sug-
gestion that international treaties can serve as an effective im-
pediment to the introduction of strategic defensive weapons in
space. Included within each of the three major treaties that
most directly affect military applications in space are provi-
sions for unilateral termination.

With respect to the Limited Test Ban Treaty, the ABM
Treaty, and the OST, any of the signatories may withdraw af-
ter advance notices of three months, six months, and one
year, respectively.10 The United States would therefore have a
maximum of one year to recover from a Russian announce-
ment to deploy military weapons in space that fall within the
constraints of International agreements. However, it Is more
ominous that the Soviets may not feel obliged by the provi-
sions of military agreements, especially if distinct advantages
can be gained from direct violation.

General Jacob E. Smart, USAF (Ret.), has recommended
a policy to guide the national effort to overcome the Soviet
threat:

Today and henceforth the United States must be pre-
pared to defend Itself against aggression In space and
from space. We cannot surrender the "high ground" with-
out contest. We must be In space to acquire knowledge
of what othem are doing there and to prepare to counter
that which threatens us."t

Ther are at least three reasons to believe that the Soviet
space programs have direct military application. Under the
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Soviet view of international conflict, space is considered a po-
tential medium for warfare. Their view of war demands that
the military potential of this arena not be ignored, because
that would surrender an advantageous position to the enemy.
Thus, space use is viewed in concert with other programs de-
signed to enhance national power in the pursuit of national
objectives.

Within the Soviet Union bureaucratic hierarchy there is
only one agency that is capable of exploiting national objec-
tives in the space medium-the Strategic Rocket Force
(SRF). This situation is the result of at least two decades of
Soviet policies that have made available to the Russian
Armed Forces the men, material, and money required to build
a military power capable of competing favorably with the
United States. The SRF therefore has a monopoly on the hu-
man and technical resources required to design, develop, and
employ Soviet hardware in space. From the marriage of Soviet
ideology and the military monopoly, It follows that their military
industrial establishment can hardly be expected to undertake
major space initiatives of a wholly scientific nature.

Another reason for a military concern with Soviet space
efforts is that while their programs outstripped those of the
United States, there had also been a decided chill in coopera-
tive ventures. Following ASTP, the United States and the So-
viet Union continued discussions about future space
cooperation. A number of projects were considered, Including
sending an American shuttle mission to a Russian Salyut sta-
tion. In October 1976, the two countries held discussions iden-
tifying what each country's space capabilities would be in the
1980s. (Unlike ASTP, In which scientific objectives were sec-
ondary to docking the two spaceships In orbit, these discus-
sions concluded that prior to selection of hardware for flying
cooperative missions, specific scientific objectives should be
identified.)12 In May 1977, NASA and the Soviet Academy of
Sciences signed an nteraoency agreement providing for con-
tinuing space cooperation. Since this signing, however, little
has been accomplished In formalizing any future space
cooperation.

'I
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The Soviet Union relies heavily on space systems for
many of the same purposes that the United States does.
(Weather, navigation, communications, early warning, and re-
connaissance satellites are in both near-earth and geosyn-
chronous orbit.) In addition to their important reconnaissance

role, these systems greatly assist Soviet leaders by providing
near real-time surveillance and over~he-horizon targeting
data.

The Soviets also have experimented with offensive stra-
tegic systems in space.13 Although their "fractional orbital
bombardment system (FOBS) has been quiet since 1971," the
Soviet Union has actively pursued other space programs that
could promote a strategic advantage.14 They have an opera-
tional antisatellite (ASAT) system capable of destroying many
US satellites. Although these ASATs are presently capable of
threatening only near-earth-orbit satellites, the ASAT system
in the United States is still in development and not expected to
be operational before 1985.15 Not only will the Soviet ASAT
system have matured by that time, it may score an additional
propaganda victory by placing an antisatellite laser in space
during this decade.1*

Assessing Soviet intentions based on developmental ac-
tivities is difficult but necessary if the United States is to avoid
a technological surprise. Additional evidence of Soviet Inten-
tions to exploit operationally the strategic advantage of space-
based weapons is contained in several seemingly unrelated
areas: their experimentation with directed energy weapons,
their extensive manned space station efforts, their deveiop-
ment of a large space booster and a reusable orbiting vehicle,
and their concentration on improving a space power genera-
tion ability.

Soviet experimentation with directed energy weapons is
an ongoing program. In July 1980 Aviation Week reported,
"from a variety of sources the US has discovered a massive

--- / Soviet effort to develop and deploy directed-energy weap-
on-both high-energy lasers and charged particle beans.

/,
7 There Is evidence the Soviets already may have Issued orders
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to design bureaus to begin prototyping the electron-beam de-
vice at Saryshagan." 17 In discussing possible laser battle sta-
tions, Clarence Robinson reported six months later, "US )ntel-
ligence estimates have concluded that the USSR is moving at
a pace that could permit it to place high-energy lasers in
space between 1984 and 1986." e

Another area of active Soviet military space development
is manned platforms. In 1971 the Soviets launched an experi- I
mental manned space station called Salyut-1, three years
prior to the first US experimental Skylab spacecraft. Since that I
time, they have had nearly 30 manned orbital missions, one of
which set a new 185-day endurance record. "The Russians
continue to predict they soon will be ready for permanent oc-
cupancy of space and will increase station capacity to ten or
twenty cosmonauts.""1 Even more definitively, the

Soviet Union is developing a 220,000-lb. military/ scientif-
Ic space station to be manned permanently in earth orbit
by about 12 cosmonauts.... Military objectives are ex-
pected to dominate the multidisciplinary station and could
Include photo and electronic intelligence and the first
large-scale development of space-based, directed-
energy weapons.2

In order to launch their large space platforms into orbit,
the Russians have been developing a 10 to 14-million-pound
thrust booster.21 Current work on this giant new booster, com-
parable to the 7.5-million-pound Saturn-5 booster used in the
US moon shots, could result in a launch attempt as early as
1984. If all should go well for the Russians, a large space sta-
tion launch could be established by 1985.

With progress similar to that in the glant booster develop-
ment, the Soviets are dramatically improving their space elec-
trical power generation capabilities, primarily as a result of
continued nuclear reactor progress. "Loss of the Cosmos 954
reactor powered spacecraft over Canada ... has not slowed
the Soviet reactor program."" Soviet nuclear reactor develop-
merits in space could have Important consequences for the

/ advancement of spacebomre laser devices that require high-
energy power sources.
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Although caution sho, 4 be exercised In ascribing goals
to the Soviets that are not In their long-range policies, the
combination of large booster payloads and 12-man space sta-
tions with Intrinsic electrical power capabilities leads to the
conclusion that laser battle stations will be a reality. With only
four laser battle stations in space, Aviation Week reports the
Soviets could "shoot down our entire fleet of high altitude
bombers-B--52s, FB-1 11s and most KC-i 35 tankers. '2 3 In
addition, Senator Malcolm Wallop suggests that Russian
space-based lasers could prevent US flight tests of any mis-
sile, or the placing of US payloads in orbit.24 The possibility
that the USSR might be able to prevent the United States ac-
cess to space presents DOD with awesome responsibilities in
the years to come.

PERSPECTIVE ON PARTICIPANTS
Space has been used by the United States for civilian

projects with emphasis on scientific exploration, practical ap-
plications, national prestige, and international cooperation. So
far NASA has led these projects with the involvement of 18
separate US Government agencies (see figure 1-1). By ne-
cessity, however, the United States also has a growing space

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Bureau of Standards
National Telsoommincatlon and Information Administration
Maritime Administration
Bureau of the Census

Departmnerd nt
Department of ducation and Welfare
Deparmentof Interior

Deparbtent of State
Department of Transportation

Coast Guard
Federal Aviation Adminisation

Envronenal roectonAgency
FederalComunicaions Agency

National Science Foundation
SmUsna Instituton

1011um 1-1. Federal Agetelse with CWiNmI Space AtMMe
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effort in support of national security, and DOD will be the most
extensive user of the shuttle-the prime space system for the
1980s and beyond. The key to the past and future use of
space lies, therefore, in the approved policies for the civilian
and military communities.

Civilian Future Unclear

While the leaders of NASA play a key role in planning for
and proposing new civilian uses of space, others also have in-
fluential roles, Including the President, his staff advisors, the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the congressional
space committees, and leaders of the scientific community
and the aerospace Industry. The public has a role as well, for
its enthusiasm or apathy determines the nation's Interest in
any large space effort.

The public Image of the civilian space program was
bound up with the adventure of man against space and the
glamour of lunar landings. The mass media, not NASA, did an
excellent job of publicizing the Apollo programs. The civilian
space agency has not done well at bringing home to the public
the meaning of science and applications efforts and the poten-
tial and actual economic benefits of communications, weather,
and earth resources satellites. With regard to technological
spinoffs from space, NASA has tried to show benefits to medi-
cine, industrial manufacturing, biological sciences, and pro-
gram management--but with little evident success.

The reduction of space budgets since the mid-i 98W (rep-
resenting approximately 1.0 percent of the Federal budget in
1982, compared to 4.3 percent in 1965) has made the civilian
program less controversial while, at the same time, the public
has become apathetic. For the President and Congress to ap-
prove any new, large project such as a space lab, Increased
public support and understanding would be needed.

The aerospace klustry was a major beneficiary of the ex-/ panded space program of the 19606. In fact, it was essentially
a full partner with NASA in the conduct of all major projects.

24
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Today, individual firms differ on what they believe should be
the emphasis for future civilian space programs. Those with
ongoing projects would, naturally, like to see them continue.
New business, however, will go where the big dollars are, and
that is in the defense sector.

Space scientists were among the most severe critics of
space policy in the 1960s, with their principal complaint being
NASA's emphasis on manned flight. In the late 1970s, their
concern centered on reduced budgets because of cost prob-
lems on the space shuttle development effort. Although in the
past other interests have been more important than science in
order to get large space projects through the budget process,
the circumstances In which the civilian space agency finds It-
self now make science support crucial. With fiscal constraints,
large military budgets, and public apathy existing in NASA's
pathway to future growth, the support of the scientific commu-
nity will be increasingly important. ironically, the operational

shuttle could be the key to this support, with the expectation
that scientists may be able to accompany their experiments
Into space.

On 21, 22, and 23 September 1981, the Subcommittee on
Space Science and Applications of the House Committee on
Science and Technology held hearings on future space pro-
grams and policy. The s ite heard testimony from 12
witnesses on four themes: "Space as a Frontier, Earth as a
Base," "How the Next Generation of Space Might Come to
Pass," "Spinoffs: The Economic Successes We Have Already
Seen and What They Mean," and "Pragmatic Thinkers:
Planning Today for Future Space Programs."" The hearings
were on the subject of future space programs In general and
not on the two policy bills Introduced n the House.

On 28 July 1981, Representative New Gingrich and 13
Cosponsors Intoduced the National Space and Aeronautics
Policy Act of 1961 (H.R. 428e6). This bill was patterned after
Senator Harrison 8ctnlWs bill from the 96th Congress (S.
212-World Wnation System by 1990, Orbital Civilization
by 2000, etc.) but adds a section concerning the go rmnt

U
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of space territories, including the circumstances under which a
space community would be admitted as a state.

On 28 May 1981, Representative George E. Brown intro-
duced the National Space Policy Act of 1981 (H.R. 3712),
which was virtually Identical to the bill he introduced in the
96th Congress calling for rapid development of remote-
sensing systems and increased International cooperation. All
these hearings and bills are a result of congressional frustra-
tion which started In the 95th Congress with the lack of specif-
ic goals in President Carter's Presidential Directives (PD) 37
and 42.

Hearings in the second session of the 97th Congress may
not have the fervor of those in the past, given the. p abication
of President Reagan's space policy in the summer of 1982.
Regardless, the apparent avid interest by Congress in the fu-
ture of the civilian space program was blunted in the fiscal
year 1982 budget process. President Reagan requested a
$600 million reduction from that planned by the Carter admin-
istration. Congress appropriated only $5.932 billion (table
1-1), which effectively cut the Reagan planned budget by an
additional $190 million. Similarly, NASA requested $6.613 bil-
lion for fiscal year 1983 ($664 million below the Carter plan). It
would appear that the elected officials on the Hill are reflecting
the general mood of the public toward the civilian space
program-apathy.

In the 1960s the Executive Office of the President con-
tained three mejor units concerned with space policy: the
Bureau of the Budget (which became OMB in the Nixon ad-
ministration), the President's Scientific Advisory Committee
(PSAC), and the Natioa Aeronautics Space Council (NASC).
The later two were abolied, although the head of OSTP has
now assumed the President's scientific advisor role In place of
the PSAC. President Carter set up the Presidential Review
Convnittee (PAC) (Spm) within the NSC for rapid referral of
poky issues t hm-potn out the obvious mistake of
ablishing the NASC. Nonetheless, President ReaganA"/ dl1ee10lsed the PRC (Spaes) so that now, In the arly
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T"ble 1-1. NASA Budget 1959-1979

QUP Dela-
tot

Fiscl Year Appropriion 191 Dollrs Iito
1959 184.3 214.9 0.8575
1960 523.6 598.1 0.8754
1961 964.0 1,016.2 0.8855
1962 1,825.3 2,032.6 .0
1963 3,874.1 4,024.2 0.9130
1964 5,100.0 5,505.8 0.9263
1965 5,250.0 5,585.6 0.9433

1972 5,175.0 5,341.1 0.989
1967 347.6 4,968.0 1.000
1968 4,58W.9 4,429.4 1.036
1969 3,995.3 3,682.3 1.085

1970 3,749.2 3,274.4 1.145
1971 3,312.6 2,751.3 1.204
1972 3,310.1 2,629.2 1.259
1973 3,407.6 2,593.3 1.314
1974 3,039.7 2,142.1 1.419
1975 3,231.2 2,052.8 1.574

S '1976 3,551.8 2,099.1 1.692

Transition Quarter 932.2 550.9 -

1977 3,819.1 2,130.0 1.793
1978 4,063.7 2,112.1 1.924

1979 4,558.8 2,208.7 2.064
1980 5,243.4 2,348.1 2.233
1981 5,522.7 2,266.2(Estimate) 2.4371
1962 5,932.0
1963 6,612.P

Notes.

Deflator factor for 1981 Is not based on a full year's data and is sub-
ject to revisio; therefore, the 1967 dollars figure Is an estimate.

'NASA request (March1992)
Sawove: NASA Budget Office
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dend them in the budget process virtually ensured a situa-
tion in which there was no clear future for the civilian space
program. The proposition that NASA leaders are the primary
resource for pressing future goals and missions remains true
today.

NASA leadership's course, attempted rather unsuccess-
fully for the last 10 years, has been a balanced program of
manned and unmanned flight, with emphasis on science, ap-
plications, and international programs. Unfortunately, NASA
and most of Its prime contractors are heavily oriented toward
large space technology development programs like Apollo and
the shuttle.

With the shuttle development program winding down,
there will be considerable pressure from the mainstream
NASA and industryz leadership to commit to another large-
scale program One posibIlities include a large manned or-
bital space sation, a large lift vehicle that could place 200,000
pounds of payload into orbit (compared to 65,000 for the shut-
tie), and a manned space tug designed to let men fly from the
shuttle to high-energy orbits fo ratellite servicing or recovery.
Obviously, pursuit of such a program would be incompatible
with'the funding projected for NASA over the next few years.
In addition, it would raise the scientific community's ire just at
the time it Is expecting a bigger share of the total NASA
budget.

There are at least three other pressures facing NASA
which affet potential policies to adopt and goals to pursue.
The National and Aeronautical Space Act (NAS Act) of 1958
cal for the United States to be "a" leader in space science
and technology, not '1he" leader. The adt also, In the view of
moed observers, limit NASA to space reeepph, which begs
th question of who should operate the shift. Does NASA
need so many centers to su*VWrt Its reucud space work in
the years ahead?-- 8- pes. -mm o, n

There are several detrIn s In making new space poli-
cy for DOD:



1. Bilateral and multilateral treaties and agreements
(OST, ABM, etc.)

2. Relevant national policy statements (PD 37 and PD
42)

3. Civil space activities
4. Soviet space activities and technological projections

5. Military use of space and service doctrine

With respect to Soviet space activities, the Russians 1-ve
continued their high launch rate to 1981, Indicating an expan-
sion of capabilities. They attempted 100 launches, compared
to 89 each in 1979 and 1980, and placed 124 payloads into
orbit-exceeding the previous record of 118 in 1978. Devel-
opment continued on new boosters, one like the giant US Sat-
um 5, and on large permanently manned space stations and
complexes.

A significant feature of the Russian program and one that
has considerable military potential, in addition to their opera-
tional ASAT system, is their manned program. Consisting of a
space station and a space station module, this program had a
great deal of activity in 1981.

Salyut 6, a 42,000-pound space station, completed four
years in orbit on 29 September 1981 and remains in orbit in
mid-1983. Two cosmonauts performed a 75-day mission be-
ginning on 12 March 1981 and were visited by two more mis-
sions, one with a Mongolian and the other with a Romanian
crew member aboard. Another launch routinely provided sup-
plies, repair parts, and propellants to the space station.

On 19 June 1981, the Soviets docked Cosmos 1267 to
Salyut 6, an event described as a test of rendezvous, docking,
and subsequent dynamics involving two large space stations.
Cosmos 1267-type vehicles will be used in the future as space
station modules, each carrying equipment required for a par-j: ticular mission. These events certainly portend the advent of a
new modular space station and move the Russians well along
toward the goal of a large permanently manned space station..
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Launches in direct support of Soviet ground, sea, and air
forces were also evident in 1981. Seven separate earth re-
sources photography missions were accomplished. Eleven
communications satellites were launched, three of which went
into geostationary orbit. Another satellite was launched to pro-
vide television broadcasts to Far East regions. Meteorological
satellite networks were maintained with three launches, and
finally, the Soviets expanded earth resources data collection
capabilities with oceanographic satellites to collect and relay
buoy data from the seas.

The Soviets have often stated their goal of technological
superiority. Certain critical military technologies, including
electronics, propulsion, materials, and life sciences, received
their highest priority in 1981. Over the past 10 years, the Sovi-
et Union is estimated to have taken the lead in the develop-
ment of directed energy weapons, such as high-powered
lasers, and possibly in radio frequency devices.26 Russia is
also thought to have enlarged its lead in electrical power
sources for such directed energy weapons.

The Soviet high-energy laser program is not only the
world's largest but three to five times the US level of effort.27

Their knowledge of radio frequency weapons and their devel-
opment of very high peak power microwave generators give
rise to suspicions of possible weapon intent in this area. Since
the mid-1 960s, the Soviets have been actively pursuing the
development of all the high-energy laser types considered
most promising for future weapons applications, such as the
gas dynamic laser, the electric discharge laser, and the chem-
ical laser.

The trends and momentum of the Soviet space and high-
technology programs for 1981, as for the last two decades, re-
flect a commitment to develop capabilities that enhance and
project military power.

With respect to the present and near future use of space/1 by DOD, Dr. Richard DeLauer, Under Secretary of Defense
Research and Engineering (USDR&E), spelled out the $8.5
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billion (table 1-2) program for the Senate Space Committee
on 18 March 1982:

Space activities of the Department of Defense are
continuing to expand, maintaining the trend of the past
few years. Our military forces are becoming Increasingly
dependent upon space capabilities for communications,
navigation, weather, and surveillance. As a result of
space-based capabilities, we find our forces'are becom-
ing more effective In achieving their assigned tasks. To
insure that our space assets can support our military
forces in the event of war, we are improving the
survivability of future space systems.26

In the area of military satellite communications
(MILSATCOM), the United States presently relies on the Air
Force Satellite Communications (AFSATCOM) system and the
Navy's Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) sys-
tem. These SATCOMs are UHF systems with only modest
antijam capabilities. These series of polar and geostationary
orbit satellites are being upgraded by the high-capacity, super
high-frequency Defense Satellite Communications System
(DSCS). Increased jam resistance is achieved through im-
proved modulation techniques and the use of higher frequen-
cies; survivability against attack is enhanced through
proliferation. The DSCS is designed to meet the needs of the
Worldwide Military Command and Control System
(WWMCCS), the national command authorities (NCA), the
ground mobile forces (GMF), the Diplomatic Telecommunica-
tions System (DTS), the Defense Communications System
(DCS), and selected allies through the 1980s.

To get through the 1990s and beyond, DOD Intends to
rely on the successful development of MILSTAR, a highly
survivable and enduring SATCOM system designed to provide
high-capacity, worldwide, jam resistant communications for all
strategic and tactical forces. With a constellation of eight sat-
ellites (five geosynchronous and three polar) In orbit, the
MILSTAR will Incorporate both electronic and physical surviv-

/ ability features. Space-based laser communications also
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Table 1-2. DOD Spee-Relatld Funding

Appropriation
Program FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 FY 83

Missions Oriented
Navigation 185.6 215.4 224.5 291.3
Communications 506.2 625.3 979.7 1,352.2
Warning 207.3 277.3 563.2 714.1
Mapping/Charting/

Geodesy 10.3 11.2 29.2 53.1
Weather 67.9 90.9 114.3 235.9

Vehicle Department 661.0 696.5 863.8 1,110.4
Space Ground Support 242.3 307.4 433.4 557.6
Supporting R&D 427.7 554.0 755.2 972.5
General Support 1,540.1 1,891.2 2,399.0 3,164.6

Total 3,848.4 4,669.2 6,362.3 8,451.7

Note: Figures shown are In millions of dollars.
Sources: Congressional Research Service (March 1982) and, for FY

82 request data, the testimony of Dr. R. DeLauer, USDR&E, before the
Senate Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, 18 March
1982.

holds promise for the future. A joint Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) and Navy submarine laser
communications (SLC) program is developing blue-green
laser light technology for communicating from space with sub-
marines at operational depths, creating minimal Impact on the
submarine's natural covertness and flexibility.

In the area of navigation, DOD Is continuing development
of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS), expected
to be operational by 1988. In addition to its primary function of
improving military forces' weapon delivery and target destruc-
tion capabilities on a 24-hour, global basis under all weather
and visibility conditions, the GPS will also carry the Integrated
operational nuclear detection system (101,R S) payloads.
IONDS will provide real-time strike and damage assessment

-c - Information, thereby enhancing strategio force management.
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In the area of weather, DOD is continuing to support the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). The
DMSP's operational requirements dictate the use of at least
two satellites continuously in orbit, obtaining weather informa-
tion from all points on the earth a minimum of four times each
day. Regional weather data are also transmitted In real time to
key locations supporting Army, Navy and Air Force tactical
operations.

In the area of surveillance, DOD is supporting the Air
Force's Defense Support Program (DSP) and the Navy's Inte-
grated Tactical Surveillance System (ITSS). The DSP is one
of the key elements of the US defense posture and uses satel-
lites at synchronous orbit. In addition to procurement of two
more DSP satellites in 1983, the DSP is developing the
IONDS for the GPS program. The ITSS program is at present
in the concept formulation phase and is exploring whether
there is a need for development of an active space-based sen-
sor. Passive sensors (e.g., electro-optical) do not provide
worldwide, all weather, day-night surveillance. At the present
time, some type of active sensor is felt to be essential and can
potentially satisfy more than one military service.

In the area of advanced technology, DOD has several ef-
forts planned or underway. Programs related to missile sur-
veillance technology are developing sensors and collecting
data for improved application of infrared (IR) technology. Un-
der the DSP, IR data on earth backgrounds and rocket engine
blumes will provide a major contribution to new system design
considerations for a space-based missile surveillance system.

Technology development continues for components and
concepts for a space-based radar, including transceiver mod-
ules, large lightweight phased array antenna structures, and
onboard signal processing components. Advanced microwave
technology on miniature, low-cost radar transceiver modules
using integrated circuit technology is being pursued. The low
cost, low weight, and high efficiency of these modules are key
factors in feasibity for use n space-borne radars.

/
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In the area of advanced plans, DOD Is working with NASA
in the definition of requirements for a space station (as yet
neither requested by the executive branch nor approved by
Congress). DOD is withholding its support until it has exam-
ined the potential utility and cost effectiveness of a space sta-
tion to satisfy national security needs.

NASA and DOD are also investigating launch vehicle con-
cepts to supplement the space shuttle, which may not be able
to meet all future demands for space transportation. One con-
cept under consideration is the SRB-X, which uses one or
three solid rocket boosters, plus upper stages, to orbit up to
100,000 pounds.

The Air Force is also initiating an Advanced Military
Spaceflight Capability (AMSC) program. According to the Air
Force Times, the "Air Force wants to invest $180 million
through FY '88 to analyze and develop the technologies re-
quired to put advanced vehicles and systems into space be-
fore the year 2000."29 As military data from space become
more essential, the requirement for a responsive launch capa-
bility has become critical. Under the AMSC program, quick re-
action launch, survivable launch, and aerodynamic space
vehicles (reusable from conventional airfields) are concepts to
be studied.

DOD conducted a major review of the potential of space-
based laser weapons and documented its findings in a 15 May
1981 report to Congress. DOD concluded that space-based
lasers offer military potential In a number of applications, but
their ultimate utility is beyond DOD's ability to predict. Under a
program specifically appropriated by Congress, DOD will be-
gin a $50 million per year (in addition to basic research In
lasers) program to aggressively pursue resolution of
uncertainties. DARPA and the Air Force are tasked with the
job.

Service doctrine originated In the early months of the
Kennedy administration. On 16 March 1961, Secretary of De-

*;. fense Robert McNamara promulgated DOD Directive 5160.32,
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Development of Space Systems, which gave the Air Force re-
sponsibility for developing, producing, and deploying military
space systems associated with surveillance and warning of
enemy nuclear delivery capability and all launch vehicles, in-
cluding launch and orbital support operations. DOD Directive
5160.32 was modified on 8 September 1970 to allow for the
assignment of program management responsibilities on a
case-by-case basis to other services but require Air Force
coordination on their execution.'0

Over the years the Air Force has attempted to formalize
its de facto executive agent role. In the mid-1970s, when nei-
ther DOD Directive 5100.1 nor JCS Publication 2 mentioned
space (both are formal mission statements for the Air Force),
the USAF published Its first attempt at a space doctrine. Gen-
erally speaking, military doctrine Is considered a body of prin-
ciples, accepted as authoritative, and usel to implement
national or DOD policy. Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1, USAF
Basic Doctrine, dated 15 January 1975, simply reiterated the
essence of national space policy:

The Space Environment. The underlying goal of the
United Stabs national space policy Is that the medium of
space must be preserved for peaceful use for the benefit
of all mankind. Air Force principles relating to space op-
erations are consistent with this national commitment.
National policies and international treaties restrict the use
of space for employment of weapons of mass destruction.
There Is, however, a need to Insure that no other nation
gains a strategic military advantage through the exploita-
tion of the space environment. 1

Space operations In this old AFM 1-1 were covered in many
of the tasks and subtasks of other more classic Air Force mis-
slions, such as strategic defense, surveillance, and recon-
naiseance.

Two years later the Air Force Chief of Staff stated the
USAF role as follows:

SThe Air Force affirms that among its prime responli-
bilitles are activities In space related to the development

/
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of weapons systems, military operations, or the dofense
of the United States, conducted In accordance with na-
tional policy and international law.

The Air Force affirms that its responsibilities in space
include the duty to protect the free use of space by pro-
viding needed peace defense capabilities.

As DOD executive agent for liaison with NASA, the
Air Force affirms its responsibilities for close coordination
and cooperation on projects of mutual Interest.32

Following publication of PDs 37 and 42 in 1978, the Air
Force repubished AFM 1-1, with a slightly different title, and
included space operations as one of its nine basic missions,
i.e., strategic aerospace offense, space operations, strategic
aerospace defense, airlift, close air support, air interdiction,
counterair operations, surveillance and reconnaissance, and
special operations.3 3 Within the space operations mission, this
AFM 1-1 lists three tasks-space support, enhancement, and
defense. There are no subtasks under space defense, but the
other two contain four each. Under space support are listed
launch and recovery, on-orbit support, satellite surveillance,
and satellite control operations. Under space enhancement
are listed global surveillance, communications, navigation,
and meteorological operations.

These space operations are explained in greater detail in
AFM 1-6, Aerospace Doctrine, Military Space Operations
(published 15 October 1982). Designed to be a basic state-
ment of the current Air Force beliefs concerning space opera-
tions doctrine, one of the early draft versions addressed future
space activities:

This growing importance of space operations intro-
duces the eventual possibility of offensive space-to-
space and space-to-earth warfare. However, the United
States Intends to deter the introduction of offensive mill-
tary capabilities Into space by whatever means are
appropriate.34

/ In summary, all of the major factors deemed Important In
developing new space policy for DOD, except one, seem



Ij

committed to the peaceful use of space. Bilateral and multilat-
eral treaties and agreements, relevant national policy state-
ments, civil space activitles, and the US military use of space
and service doctrine are all opposed to weapons in space, es-
pecially offensive weapons. Only Soviet space activities,
along with their corresponding technological projections, are
headed in another direction. The United States is not prepared
for this eventuality, and the solution to the problem lies in poli-
cy and organizational changes for both NASA and DOD.
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2. THE EVOLUTION OF THE
US SPACE ORGANIZATION

In December 1981, the Government Printing Office re-
leased the President's report of aeronautics and space activi-
ties for calendar year 1980.1 This 103-page, nearly half-inch
thick document chronicles the seemingly vast accomplish-
ments of seven Government departments (Defense, Com-
merce, Energy, Interior, Agriculture, Transportation, and
State), plus the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National Science
Foundation (NSF), Smithsonian Institution, International Com-
munication Agency, and NASA. By addressing some 45 space
efforts, satellite programs, various studies and research, etc.,
the impression is that the national space program, with over
two decades of activity under its belt, is on firm ground and
pursuing concrete goals for the future.

In truth, questions and issues still abound. President
Carter published military and civilian space policy statements
(Jure 1978 and Octgber 1976, respectively) that were subse-
quently criicized because specific goals and programs were
not identified. (See appendix B for texts of these direotives.)
Congress showed it. frustration. Four bills were Intoduoed In
the 9ft Congress offerin alternatives to the President's poll-
cies, and hearings were held In both the Senate and House.
Legislation was reintroduced in the 97th Congress.

;7 What will the new policies be? Will they meet the samemat- as President CarterWs? Is the US public Interested In a
mmr"t o exploring and exploiting space? Is the National

n~i d Space Act of 1968 adequate as a policy ve-
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hicde for the 1980s and beyond? As the DOD budget and mili-
tary dependency on space systems Increase, what Is the per-
ceived threat versus international agreements?

Answers to these questions and substantive comments
on the issues, to be meaningful for the future, have to come
from past experiences and the knowledge gained from them.
In search of Insight, therefore, the next section traces the
complicated and confusing evolution of the US space program
through past administrations, beginning with the Eisenhower
years.

THE EISENHOWER CONSTRAINTS

To state with certainty the beginning of the space age
would be difficult. But, If you were to ask a significant number
of people, a majority would surely reply "Sputnlk"-meanng,
of course, Sputnik I launched by the Soviet Union on 4 Octo-
ber 1957. The USSR quickly followed this space first with two
more launches: the 1,120-pound Sputnik 2 on 3 November
with a live dog onboard and the 2,925-pound Sputnik 3 on 15
May 1958, described as 'a complete laboratory. Unaccus-
tomed at being second best at anything, the US public was
shocked and questioned not only the status of the nation's
space technology but also the political process that allowed
such surprises (and what they meant in terms of military
security).

The relative capabilities of the United States and the 8o-
viet Union at this time were predetermined over a decade
earlier by differing military emphases. Folowing World War II,
the United States was complacent, resting on Its ovewmIrn-
ing dominance In manned bombers and advanced nucear
bomb technology. With the sole exoepton of Dr. von Braun's
team of ex-Germn misile experts established by the Army at
White Sands, New Mexico, to rebuld and test fire some cap-
tured V-2 missiles and the emablishment of the low priority
Navy-Viking hih-altude research rocket program, then was
not much ele In the late forties that ould be callUed edous
American spac effort.2 The Amwicm military had declided to

r~~7 7 o-t,
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concentrate on the existing manned aircraft fleet capability to
deliver Its nuclear might and not actively pursue the develop-
ment of an Intercontinei tal ballistic missile (ICBM).

The Soviets took a different path following World War II,
however, having essentially no air power and lagging misera-
bly behind the United States in nuclear warhead technology.
Instead of trying to match the advanced bomber fleet of the
Americans, they decided to develop the enormous rocket
boosters required to carry their heavy nuclear bombs over in-
tercontinental ranges.

By the early fifties, utilizing two ballistic missile facilities
and knowledge gained from captured German scientists, the
Russians were reported to be developing a rocket engine with
a thrust of 260,000 pounds. Between mid-1953 and late 1956,
the Soviets effectively set the stage for the infamous Missile
Gap.

By their test of the hydrogen bomb on 12 August 1953,
the Russians informed an astonished world that they had mas-
tered this facet of high technology. In the summer of 1955
they were routinely testing an intermediate range ballistic mis-
sile (IRBM) capable of hitting targets 1,000 miles away In
Western Europe, and by the fall of 1956, they had begun
testing a longer range ICBM.

The beginning of the US reappraisal of the ICBM's poten-
tial as a long-range strategic weapon came in May of 1951.
(The USAF had let a modestly funded ICBM study contract to
Convair, now a division of the General Dynamics Corporation,
in January 1951.)3 It was the results of laboratory tests by the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) that Indicated the basic
feasibility of constucting an H-bomb.

Before the ICBM could be a viable strategic weapon,
however, maor problems had fto be addressed, such as more
accurate guidance wstems, more powerful rocket engines,
and smaller warheads with the technology to enable the
warheads withestd t turbuet, saring heat of abuos-
phiulc reentry at hypersonic speeds. The AEC continued No
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efforts for over two years before announcing me thermonu-
clear breakthrough in the summer of 1953.4 Laboratory exper-
iments indicated that the size and weight of the H-bomb could
be reduced drastically, permitting a much smaller ICBM.

The coincidence of this breakthrough with the Russian
H-bomb test caused a frantic scurry of activity in the United
States. All three military services vied for the leadership role
in development of the ICBM, and the Pentagon established
the Strategic Missiles Evaluation Committee (more popularly
known as the Teapot Committee), composed of distinguished
scientists, to investigate the future of ICBMs given this tech-
nological advancement.

Meeting for the first time in November 1953, the Teapot
Committee submitted its report in February 1954. It urged a
massive effort that would secure an effective ICBM as soon as
possible, because the nation was in mortal danger and only a
quantum jump could prevent disaster in the 1959-60 time
period.5

By virtue of the von Braun team, the Army was well ahead
of the other services in missile development. In fact, by Au-
gust 1953 they had fired the Redstone, the first US liquid pro-
pellant long-range (200 miles) missile.6 The Navy had been
working with the Army on an advanced Redstone called Jupi-
ter but dropped out later in favor of developing the easier-to-
handle solid propellant rockets for submarine applications.
Despite this, the USAF became the lead military service, and
within three months of the Teapot Committee report It had giv-
en its highest priority to the General Dynamics study effort
which later became the Atlas ICBM program.

Even with the scientific community's warning and the
USAF's eagerness, support of the Eisenhower administration
would not come for over two years. In the summer of 1955, a
US Intelligence radar near the Black Sea began to track the
Russian IROM launches. The Soviet missile progress was so
disturbing that the National Securlty Council (NSC) recom-
mended that the ~A Alis development effort be given
the highest priorIty in the nation. In Its deliberations, the NSC
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felt the Soviets were pulling abreast of the United States in
long-range jet bombers and that It was likely a Russian ICBM
could be developed as much as two years earlier than the
USAF's. If true, the military foreign policy of Massive Retalia-
tion would be stripped of Its deterrent value and, even more
ominous, the nation would lie exposed to the possibility of a
"thermonuclear Pearl Harbor." 7

In September 1956, President Eisenhower agreed with
the NSC and gave the development of the Atlas ICBM the na-
tion's highest priority. Since much work remained on the Atlas,
the administration hedged Its bets by also authorizing devel-
opment of the Titan ICBM (by the Martin Marietta Corpora-
tion), which could carry a larger payload over greater
distances. The administration's authorizations did not stop
there.

In a bold effort to counter the approaching Missile Gap,
on 15 November 1955 two IRBM developments were ap-
proved with a priority equal to the Atlas and Titan programs,
but with the proviso that they not interfere in any way. To
hold the fort until the ICBMs could be deployed, the IRBMs
could be quickly placed In Western Europe where their
1,500-mile range would be sufficient to reach parts of the So-
viet Union. Douglas Aircraft was selected to develop the Thor,
and the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA), under Dr. von
Braun, was authorized to design and build an improved
Redstone IRBM (called Jupiter).

Some statistics will Illustrate the magnitude of the Air
Force's total missile program.8 Within three years, it was ap-
proaching an annual cost of $2 billion and was utilizing the
services of almost 14,000 scientists and technical experts
from univmrsitles and Industry, as well as 1,500 USAF admin-

iveati officers. Also parcipating were an additional 76,000
*.~ ~ OOI pepe1Vmmt 22 Indutres, including 25 major primecofndftre anrd 200 major subcorMactors.

While 1955 wn the yewr that sa the rmoe to close the

Missi Gap officly stat, ft also the yew that heralded
ft e of anotw race with Russia n connection wth
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the International Geophysical Year (IGY). The designated pe-
riod from 1 July 1957 through 31 December 1958 was estab-
lished by an international organization of scientists, for the
IGY, as a period for intensive study of the earth and its envi-
ronment. One of the experiments included in the broad spec-
trum of IGY activities planned by the scientists was to be the
launching of artificial satellites.

By the early 1950s, based on the Navy's successful upper
atmosphere research program using the post-World War II de-
veloped Viking "sounding rockets," scientists knew the or-
biting of small, instrumented satellites was no longer a
question of feasibility-but how to get Government support for
the necessary launchers and facilities?' The National Acade-
my of Sciences (NAS) and the NSF began their role of lob-
bying the Eisenhower administration early in 1955. President
Eisenhower's personal interest was achieved, and in an effort
to announce America's plans for the IGY before Russia re-
leased Its own plan, Press Secretary James Hagerty released
the following statement on 29 July 1955.

On behalf of the President, I am now announcing that
the President has approved plans by this country for go-
ing ahead with the launching of small Earth-circling satel-
lites as part of the United States participation In the
International Geophysical Year... This program will for
the first time In history enable scientists throughout the
world to make sustained observations in the regions be-
yond the earth's atmosphere.

The President expressed personal gratification that
the American program will provide scientists of all nations
this Important and unique opportunity for the advance-
ment of science.10

The USSR made a similar announcement the following day,
and a Russian physicist declared that their launches would be/..much larger than anything the United States would attempt.

The US Government had three choices for satellite
launchers In the fall of 1955: the USAPs Atlas IC8M, the
ABMAs Jupiter-C IRBM, or an entirely new launch vehicle
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based on the Viking sounding rocket technology. It was at this
point that President Eisenhower's philosophy of wanting to
present an image to the world of the United States fostering
the peaceful uses of space was born.

Although the Soviets made no distinction between military
and IGY launch systems, and despite Dr. von Braun's belief
that the Jupiter could be readied for a satellite launch by as
early as September 1956, the administration chose the high-
risk third option as most appropriate for the civilian character
of the IGY's scientific efforts. Thus, with the formation of a
team from the nearly completed Viking program, Project Van-
guard was initiated and the race for space was on. Scientific
jurisdiction was to come under the NAS. Funding was to come
from the NSF, and further, instructions were received that
Vanguard could not interfere with any defense related
'programs.

For the next two years, the Vanguard project made fal-
tering progress, plagued as it was by the tension of the space
race, seemingly endless trials to achieve a viable launcher,
and inexperienced contractors. Following the humiliation of
Sputniks 1 and 2 and loss of the race, it was clear that at least
part of the explanation was President Eisenhower's insistence
that any US satellite launched in support of the IGY be
identified as a nonmilitary program.

In October 1957, following Sputnik 1, the President in-
sisted that Vanguard be used to launch the first US satellite,
and he gave that project highest priority. Continuing reliability
and quality problems, coupled with the Soviet's successful 3
November launch of Sputnik 2, led to the President's authori-
zation five days later for launch of a satellite using the existing
Jupiter military rocket plus a solid propellant fourth stage,
which gave the carrier the new name Juno.1 This was indeed
a fortuitous decision, for on 6 December 1957 the first Van-
guard launch was an embarrassing failure when the vehicle
lifted about four feet from the pad and then fell back in flames.
Besides being witnessed by the largest group of reporters and

/
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observers ever assembled for a launch, me crowning blow
came from the Russians when they offered to aid the United
States through their United Nations plan to provide technical
assistance to backward nationsl

Some semblance of technological equality was restored
when, courtesy of the Army's ABMA and the Juno rocket, the
17.6-pound Explorer 1 satellite was launched on 31 January
1958. America had not only reauhed orbit but discovered the
Van Allen radiation belts, undoubtedly the single most impor-tant scientific achievement of the IGY. Vanguard finally made

its first successful orbital flight on 17 March 1958, carrying a
4.4-pound satellite, leading to the discovery that the earth is
slightly pear-shaped. This was not the beginning of an imme-
diate succe story for Vanguard, however; the next four
launch attempts ended In failures, and it would not be until
nearly a year later (17 February 1959) that a 22-pound satel-
lite was in orbit again.

The problems associated with Vanguard were a manifes-
tation of the Eisenhower administration's policies toward sci-
ence and research In general. One noted author, Donald Cox,
pointed out that the cults of "Complacency, Bureaucracy, and
Omnipotence" were at work. 2 Another, Jerry Grey, said that
Vanguard was plagued by the necessity to operate an ultra-
advanced technology program on a minimal "shoestring" ba-
s18.12 Indeed, with respect to nondefense expenditures, the
administration was inclined to hold the line, especially In re-
search and development. Science agencies, both military and
civilian, generally felt their budgets were too low to keep pace
with the fast changes In technology.

The President personally viewed the IGY satellite
launches as a limited project In internatiOnal scientific coop-
eration and any follow-on space projects as unnecessary. His
convictions were not altered by Sputnik 1 or the announce-
ment three days later by the Soviet Union that It had tested a
new H-bomb at high altitude. (Shock waves wen felt In Ja-7 pan.) At a 9 October 1957 press conference, President
Eisenhower sought to play down the Importance of the Rus-
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sian accomplishments by saying they did not increase his ap-
prehensions "by one iota."'14

The President's existing policies and remarks during Oc-
tober failed to quiet the press, the Congress, and the public.
The news media questioned the policy of putting domestic
budgetary and political considerations ahead of national secu-
rity. Senator Stuart Symington called for a full investigation,
and Senator Lyndon Johnson, chairman of the Preparedness
Investigating Subcommittee of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, announced plans for a prompt investigation of
why the Russians had beaten the United States in launching a
satellite.

These series of hearings during October 1957 confirmed
the nation's lagging status In both satellite and missile pro-
grams and laid the groundwork for the eventual major role that
Congress would play in the national space program.' 5 The
launching of Sputnik 2 within a month of Russia's first space
spectacular, along with the fact that t was six times as heavy
and of much more sophistication, caused the public's appre-
hension about the nation's lagging scientific and military prow-
ess to change into anxiety. These events effectively combined
to force the President's hand.

Two days following Sputnik 2, President Eisenhower
picked Dr. James R. Killian, president of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, to be his Science Advisor. Announced
in a speech on 7 November 1957, the new position granted
Important institutional access to the White House by the scien-
tfic community. However, it would be 4 February 1958 before
Dr. KVlan had acquired the task of setting up the mechanism
for managing a national space program. The latter months of
1957 and the early part of 1958 were a period of confusion
and compedton throughout the executive branch. Both the
military services and the cvilan science agenc actively
vied for m gem of the space role. Posilie centerd
on the folowing:

/ ~F#t. a singl aency for al oveRment progrm man-
Z* aged by the miitary, either at the Secretary of De WMe leve

or by one of the armed services, most likely the Air Force;
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Second, a new Cabinet-level Department of Science and
Technology which, among Its other responsibilities, would
have charge of the civilian space effort;

Third, space added to the responsibilities of the Atomic

Energy Commission;

Fourth, the responsibilities of the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Aeronautics (NACA) expanded to include a substan-
tial component of space activities; and

Fifth, a new civilian agency with a responsibility for Gov-
ernment space activities, except those primarily associated
with defense applications (which would be managed by
DOD). 17

As these possibilities became clearer over the winter
months through the lobbying efforts of various executive
agencies, so were the strong preferences of the Eisenhower
administration. They were in favor of (a) a civilian agency to
handle all aspects of research and development with scien-
tists playing an important role in guiding the space effort,
(b) an agency subject to the direct control of the President as
opposed to the NSF or AEC which had strong aspects of inde-
pendence, and (c) a new agency built upon the basis of an ex-
isting agency.

Shortly after Sputnik 2, almost coincident with the approv-
al for the Army to launch the Juno rocket, President
Eisenhower gave responsibility for the US spacse program to
DOD, owner and manager of all the nation's existing space
capability. In February 19568, Congress authorizd DOD to es-
tablish the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).
Within a month, that agency's Interim plan for space explora-
tion was approved by the President. Thus In a genuine sense,
the first US space agency was a mlitWy organization, ARPA.
This role for the military was to be ahort-rved, however, be-
cause the irage it portrayed was In direct coniMt with the 8
October 1057 Americm request to the Unitd Nations General
Assembl tt "ouwer space be bmu under intratinal
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control and be used only for scientific and peaceful
purposes."16

Bills in Congress proliferated as champions of various
agencies sought to secure new scientific and space-related
functions for favored agencies. Included were bills to turn
space over to the AEC and the NSF, as well as totally new
agencies, one to be called the Commission on Outer Space.
Another new entity was proposed in two bills to be called the
Department of Science, an umbrella for science, parts of
which would cover space. Even more comprehensive were
bills proposing a new Department of Science and Technology
which would subsume existing agencies, such as the NSF, the
AEC, the NACA, and the Bureau of Standards."9 For the hear-
ings on these bills, and eventually the administration's propos-
al, the Congress was well prepared.

In addition to the hearings in the fall of 1957 were hear-
ings by both the Senate and House Appropriations Commit-
tees, the House Armed Services Committee, and the Special
Subcommittee on Outer Space Propulsion of the Joint Com-
mittee on Atomic Energy. In February 1958, the Senate estab-
lished a Special Committee on Space and Astronautics,
chaired by Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson, and in March the
House created the Select Committee on Astronautics and
Space exploration, chaired by Majority Leader John
McCormack, (D-Mass.).

It should be noted that these committees were subse-
quently changed to standing committees to oversee the space
budget. They were titled Aeronautical and Space Sciences
(Senate) and Science and Astronautics (House). These
stayed in existence until Congress reorganad its committe
structure in 1978-77. The Senae oommlttoe was eliminated
altogether and it space budget cognizance traneterred to a
subcommitoee of the Commerce Cofmfmite, but the Houe
committee, which contiually enpade Its sopi over the
years, became Ow powful Committee on Sclence and Tech-
nology. (For the sae of simplcity, Senat or House pace
conm/tte wi be used I the remainder of t work.)



fI
During this period of intense congressional activity, the

administration was working hard on its own legislative propos-
al. In early February 1958, President Eisenhower asked Dr.
Killian to formulate a plan leading to an adequate civil space
agency. Working in conjunction with experts in administr,,Mve
organization, such as William Finn of tj#e Bureau of the Budg-
et, it soon became clear that Dr. Killian favored turning the
space responsibilities over to NACA; It most closely paralleled
the agency envisioned by the President. NACA had proposed
adding Astronautics to Its title (becoming NACAA) and pick-
ing up the space role in January 1958. The Science Policy Re-
search Division of the Congressional Research Service
quotes Arthur L. Levine's account of the NACA plan.21

The leaders of NACA were among those diligently
and rapidly working on the preparation of a proposal for
the assignment of the space role. Their first step followed
the traditional lines of NACA procedure as they estab-
lished a special committee on space technology, headed
by H. Guyford Stever, Associate Dean of Engineering at
MIT. This was on 21 November 1957. Less than two
months later, the Main Committee of NACA adopted a
resolution reconing that the national space pro-
gram could be most effectively implemented by a coop-
erative effort of the Department of Defense, the NACA,
the National Academy of Sciences, and the National Sci-
once Foundation, together with universities, research in-
stutlons and industrial firms. Under the NACA plan, the
military would be in charge of development, construction
and launching of space vehicles, while the NACA would
have resoibi for rseach on satellites and scientif-
kc experiments In space.

Tht w a simple solu ion for the NACA, since it merely elab-
oraed on Ift over 40 ym of experience and existing proce-
durs. Leadeship would ontinue by an executive board or
conmldes, and aotvts would be Ilmited primaly to re-
seafh with other reepomnsllus divided among various Gov-mmsri na gsnel ssac~ely the miarwy.

. WhN* acmovwlodgin that the sdle and facile of the
NACA In amonftmlos were w*h equal, Dr. Kl aid the

II
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administration had problems with the "NACAA" plan. During
its history the NACA had shown itself to be rather refractory to
political leadership, much like the AEC and the NSF; L.e., its
independent committee structure did not tie directly to the
President. In addition, NACA tradition had established its
character, an academic or research orientation, a trait consid-
ered too narrow for a major new space agency.

The administration's solution to these problems became
evident when President Eisenhower sent a Special Message
to Congress on Space Science and Exploration wherein he
outlined his proposal to established NASA. The aforemen-
tioned bills before Congress and hearings that had been
underway for months became academic when the administra-
tion's legislative proposal was actually introduced on 14 April
1958.

Rather than a simple enlargement of the old aeronautical
research group, the administration proposed establishing an
entirely new organization, with NACA as its nucleus, to be en-
dowed with powerful operating authority. The new agency
would have a single executive who would be responsible to
the President but aided by a 17-man statutory advisory board.
In addition, it would have the authority to contract for systems
development and procurement of hardware, to eventually
launch satellites and other space vehicles, and to immediately
acquire other existing Government agencies that could aid the
space program.

Reflecting the President's views on the civilian nature of
future space endeavors, the legislative proposal left the
NASA-DOD relationship vague with no formal coordination
dictated. In feet, the a never envsioned ajoint
cvl-mltay space program. The President's Saientif Advi-
sory Comnitee (PSAG), set up In late 1957 and headed by
Dr. KlMln, advised that to do so would vloe Preident
Elsener's persoalphiloeophy and joperdlz the LOS mli-
filtive to rsve spae for ei and Ee rpurpses. e

./ Just as the admIns ration had problems with the
"NC" pban, 0Cow had sknlaar ambMnp abot the
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President's NASA proposal. For a period of over two months,
each house of Congress wrestled with its version of the NAS
Act. A conference committee met for nearly a month to resolve
the differences which centered on "organizational structure,
status of NASA in the Executive Branch, and the NASA-
military relationship.""

The House's concern with Government and DOD mem-
bership on the 17-man Advisory Space Board was rather
quickly disposed of by the conference committee. It struck the
provision for the board from the bill and simply stated the new
Administrator of NASA would be a civilian with wide operation-
al powers.

The Senate had recommended establishing a seven-
member Space Policy Board, operating from the Executive Of-
fice of the President, to Include the NASA Director, the Chair-
man of the AEC, the Secretaries of Defense and State, plus
three others appointed by the President. The conference com-
mittee amended the recommendation to Include the President
as the eighth member and chairman. Its name became the
National Aeronautics and Space Council (NASC), from which
Congress expected that major space policy would emanate.

Sensing the nation's need for a totally responsive, com-
prehenive approach to space, both the Senate and House
commitoees experienced difficulty with the informal NASA-
military rtionship proposed in the administration bill. No
doubt the Russian launch of the I -ton Sputnik 3 on 15 May
1956 was an InflUeno, as evdenced by the language of
House Resolutkn 1770, dated nine days later:

... thVi ounwt s not uMndkdu.o wt these Soviet
aciwos (in spe) msen in rms of miltery do-
Ioes.... Bakllft miiles already tral W a owisiders-
ble Was of their psM hU~ina outer toaoe and am

them~tev wwt The Ur* Stans mist hav
oft" OMO Iyn hMe tse of ouw e pm, both as a de-
low 1P .0 twe ot wiliy vehicles ogMi hel f am~y
mad Umftow. e.
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lit. (operations) will have Important implications for
guarding the peace. On one hand they are adjuncts to
weapon systems related to the deterrent power, and on
the other they represent Important techniques for inspec-
tion and policing, In accordance with any disarmament
scheme which may be negotiated In the years to come."3

Clearly Congress envisioned a role for the militr In space.
The Senate committee carefully defined the jurisdictions of
NASA and DOD, then plaed coordination authority In Its pro-
posed Space Policy Board. The House committee version
simply established a military liaison committee consist of
personnel from DOD. The conference committee chose the
House concept. Called the Civifian-MAINiar Usison Committee,
It would have broad powers to coordinate NASA and DOD ac-
tivitles and consist of equal membership from each agency.

The conference committee's version of the NAS Act was
accepted" without debate or amendment by both houses on 16

July 1958. Thirteen days later, President .Eisenhower signed
the NAS Act of 1968 (Public Law W556), establishing NASA
and abolishing NACA as of 1 October 1958. Section 102(b) of
the NAS Act dictated the dual space program responsiblities
which exist today.

The Congress declares that the general welfare and
securit of the Unitled Sltes requir that adequate provi-
sion be mad for aeronautical and space activities. The
Congres * fmt Pclares that such activties shall be the

@7 son olsl g oonbol ever aeroauea and space activi-
te sponsore by t Unitd tsmop thW~a acvil
psomiar to or pmAndly associad with the deveslopment
of 01 i NR is e e miltr eperatlons, or ftheft mhe
of e U tfd Ste PS f (nhdnaamseho w4. dpeOPmsnt

sesy to m~ls elus provision for Oie delee of
Ite IMied Sems) "li be the resonfbl@,and sha
be ghe N by, ft 0 uiepi of Defns....

ZV'Thus an ad-bilnIWt for opw as IM lssdIcudn
11 NAfm for, Pu dn 004s11" Do 1001t hVII111 NASA/ ~ ~ a VU0 mya UrnM CMm.cayii oCml and M
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method for forming total space policy via the National Aero-nautics and Space Council with the President as Chairman.

Thomas K. Glennan came to NASA from the presidency
of Cleveland's Case Institute of Technology. After confirma-
tion by the full Senate, Mr. Glennan was sworn in on 19 Au-
gust 1958 as the first Administrator of NASA.

The tenure of Mr. Glennan, through the remainder of the
Eisenhower Presidency, was hectic as he attempted to amal-
gamate the diverse programs, personnel, and facilities
transferred Into NASA. From the former NACA, NASA inher-
ited 8,000 employees and five research centers. The centers
included the Langley Laboratory (now Langley Research Cen-
ter) at Langley Air Force Bass, Virginia, which studied aircraft
and missile structures, and the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
(now Ames Research Center) at Moffett Naval Air Station,
California, which studied the problems of high-speed flight. It
aiso Included the Lewis Right Propulsion ab tory (now
Lewis Research Center) at Cleveland, Ohio, which worked on
engines for airplanes and spaceships; the High Speed Flight
Station (now Dryden Fight Research Center) at Edwards Air
Force Sa, California, where experiments with manned rock-
ets were underway; and the Pilotless Aircraft Research Sta-
tion (now Wallops Flight Center) at Wallops Island, Virginia,
which tested rocket-powered v.hia"s4

In November 168, NASA aclulred tI Naval Research
Laborar ad y Pj P)W Vanguad e. approved their mve to
the Goddard Spas FIM -Oente. which was to be built on
Govemet ld mr 41ee t Mnrym. In- Deember
1966, tIm A popem e trn to NAA: the
AIMA* kmckh v l pop w i i, under Or. von, raIm, at the

ARelonin A#hW -(,m, Z;I 4POW it Centr) .
KN, i, sM Exbv*0 i . e r at the
jet f5M n uaioiuuma

WlU t rich . of eplqnt is ad facititis,.
*MAI to bqi toc. pno
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manned exploration of space, NASA sent three rockets loaded
with instrumnts deep Into space, put three new satellites into
orbit and conducted advanced tests on rockets and satellites.
Despite these feats, the nation's hoped for leap-frogging of
the Soviet space accomplishments was not Mr. Glennan's leg-
acy to his successo In the Kennedy. administration. In fact,
NASA's launch record during the 29 months under Glennan's
leadership shows only eight successes In 25 attempts.

While NASA may have been less than spectacular In
space, It certainly became a capable and functioning Govern-
ment agency. With the help of his deputy and long-time leader
in NACA, Dr. Hugh Dryden, as well as a prestigious manage-
ment consulting firm, Mr. (3iennan succeeded in pulling NASA
together during a period of organizational evolution, a period
of reassignment of personnel, a perio of realignment of sub-
groups, and a period of structuring both Internal and Axternal
relationships. Reliability programs, long-range planning,, and
executive training became established functions. Finally, the
nation's Industrial and universt secOrS wore successfuyculdwith NASA's goals andreuemns

With NASA's absorption of the msWo Army and Navy
space capabilties, the Air Forc and the WRA moved ahead
with the 000 space programn. On 11 Octobe 1966, an Air
Force Thor-Able launch. veile l~e One Pionee I space
probe nearl 71,000 miles tow. the moon in the deepest
penetration! of spae achieved by am up to tha tim. Two
monhslsts, ont1,secenir, an AiFrceAta5pout ft
ARPA' SCORE, the stw -immulonsm satulite, Int aeit
For 13daysftbe~dON~~edent sehowf hrlb~ft
an-O Yes 0ebg 11 Osw1

the and oft 16a umerj'~ i the Kk
Foce mnphd ee -te -pc Uis thmake to Its

macpleadot~l @.1 "1~ toac 1*010I veims
Und Is il . Perw -I W" uS irgas. Out of
MON *M 4 WSOUAwek - 0 -Me " t O/~placed i POW olt fis" P1 blow owh 4~ wo %"ea
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from space, the first meteorological satellite, and the first
ocean and midair capsule recoveries.25

Nearly all of these efforts, however, were programs in
which NASA held the lead role. In the majority of cases, with
the exception of reconnaissance, the military requirement for
a space program could not be pushed through or justified. As
a result, NASA's unmanned, purely scientific missions prolifer-
ated while the Air Force played mostly a support role.

In summary, the national space program started midway
through President Eisenhower. second term but was clearly
constrained. Neither the jolt of the Sputilks nor subsequent
Soviet space achievements (in 1959, Lunlk 2 landed on and
took pictures of the backside of the moon, and In 1960, Russia
orbited and recovered space capsules carrying live dogs, as
well as a 14,300-pound operational satellite) convinced the
administration that a major national space undertaking was
called for.

President Eisenhower preferred that NASA. though en-
dowed with cosi abl powers by Congress, dedicale Itelt
primarily to scientific activities and proceed at a measured
pace. Since the Russian accomplishments, each more spec-
tacular than Its predoeessor, did not pose. a threat to national
security In the adiitains view, a "space race" solely for
the sake of prsiewas not deemed necessary.

The NAB Acts Inclusion of the concept of a single
!1- 111 spw proWun with the NASO as the mech-

niemsm o chleanlidegratd polioy was never endorsed by
MOdNi Eiehower. Instead, the President preferred to
-sutwith his Scientift is veor and the PSAC, which con-.

sWtNl dsproved. o"t 000 and NASA plane for ad-
visd m~iES5~ fl~ pogrmsincluding a proposa

fOr in An*%Wa expedllon lb the aton, becawe of Ineuli-
clin WkWlst or iRawt #*oro f o h ne in.

Theref, fte "Noen'Ooksp olic NY(4 a sewo -&W
w kch meny ewsilin po so odsh under thW rw. Spooe
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characterized as conservative, cautious, and constrained.
Those who were to take charge of the development of space
policy in the next administration would have a different view.

KENNEDY'S MOON RACE

While the enactment of the NAS Act of 1958 moved the
nation toward a space policy, the development of a full-
fledged policy did not come to fruition until several months af-
ter President Kennedy assumed office. The key elements of
the Space Act-a primarily civilian program; a coordination of
civilian and military space efforts; a multipurpose space pro-
gram, to Include but not be limited to science and applications;
a strong commitment to international cooperation-saw their
initial, forceful implementation under President. Kennedy's
leadership. Even though President Eisenhower was instru-
mental in insuring these elements (with the exception of the
concept of an Integrated civilian-military program) were insert-
ed Into the act, he did comparatively little to establish them as
fixed features of space policy.

Space activity under President Eisenhower was akin to a
series of separate and unrelated efforts. NASA conducted in-
teresting experiments In-weather and communication satellites
and in space science, along with a limited manned project
called Mercury. Meanwhile, the Air Force was conducting pro-
grams In reconnaissance satellites, communications, and
rocket research. Though each had specialized programs
p Ing speof capabilities In a narrow range, there was no
overa cMbty being developed to operate in space for ei-
ther c(Mlan or mtay purposes.

I o , thee wer two missktatiors. of ti problem:
when M e kd Congres to abolish the
tMC -d when NASA and OOOs h the Aeonsutis
and Atronatlics Coordinat Board (AACB). Proldin
inhwer nw ooted the idea of a single oM-m .Y
pame propam and 9lt tW statumy M Voncpt of he NASC

e00orc1n1 the PrW tron a ra xw poloY Vwpoit wM
not only "Confusng but u anle."M This atempt to abol-
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ish the council was successfully blocked by Lyndon Johnson
who argued that the action might restrict the freedom and op-
tions available to the next President. Establishment of the
AACB by interagency agreement was driven by the ineffec-
tiveness of the Civilian/Military Liaison Committee and the
need for lower level coordination between NASA and DOD. In
fact, the liaison committee would finally be abolished in 1965,
and the AACB continue to function into the early eighties.

The poor launch record of NASA and the impact of Soviet
space achievements entered into the 1960 Presidential cam-
paign. Combined with the concern over the military position of
the United States in missile power, America's chances for
leading in the space race made for a significant campaign is-
sue on technology. Controversy over whether there were mis-
sile gaps or space gaps marked the campaign. While Kennedy
warned of peril to the national defense unless policies were
changed, Nixon argued that the gaps were more imaginary
than real.

President-elect Kennedy decided in January 1961 that
Vice President Johnson would have special responsibilities for
coordinating and overseeing US space efforts. His first task
was to recommend a new NASA Administrator to replace Mr.
Glonnan, whose resignation was effective at the close of the
Eisenhower administration.

Johnson wasted little time in selecting James E. Webb
over several outstanding "technical" nominees. By formal ed-
ucation a teacher and lawyer whose forte was administration
and whose natural element was high technolW, and aero-
space In particular, Mr. Webb had served as Director of the
Bureu of ude from- 19 to 1940 and thef moved to Un-
der SOry of Slit ftr tem more years. Wl#tn tO dayts of
being nonavtd by Presiden Kennedy on 30 January 19Sf,
t - COwb"Ne I" vlhUsIaWtloIly endorsednd he
ful fat had cwftrmed Mr. Wob. oened lo pnei over
NASM d&rin It s eld d: of MAxImuowt andM oi psfty, he
vswamIn 14 F~bmk 10181.! t?'ll m ° t!4 II i i i' IN/ : " •..."l:i. i.,i
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The second task entrusted to Vice President Johnson
was longer term and more important. President Kennedy ob-
tained legislation to reactivate and restructure the NASC with
the Vice President as its Chairman. Thus, the Senate's "Fa-
ther of the NAS Act" and later defender of the NASC's contin-
ued existence under Eisenhower became the Council's
Chairman and the curator of the nation's civil-military space
policy.

Many observers believed that the NASC would become
active immediately after the inauguration, but such was not -

the case. For the first two months of the new administration,
President Kennedy was deeply involved in his first crisis, the
decision of whether or not to intervene with US troops in Laos
where the pro-American Government of Phoumie Nosavan
seemed near military defeat by the Communist Pathet Lao
forces.27 It was not until late March that the President turned
his personal attention toward space policy by nominating Dr.
Edward C. Welsh to be Executive Secretary of the Space
Council.

Dr. Welsh's first task was to draft revisions of the NAS Act
to reactivate the Space Council. Completed in less than two
weeks, his two recommendations, in addition to the Presi-
dent's desire to make the Vice President a member and chair-
man, were simply aimed at giving the Council greater flexibility
and at clarifying its organizational status in the administration.

The former was achieved by elimination of the four ap-
pointed members of the Council, thus reducing its member-
ship to five: the Vice President, the Secretaries of State and
Defense, the Administrator of NASA, and the Chairman of the
AEC. The latter change placed the council in the Executive
Office of the President. These recommendations were ap-
proved by the President and sent to Congress on 10 April. The
House held hearings on the revisions on 12 April, the Senate
on 19 April. Congress passed them on 20 April and the Presi-

- / .dent signed them into law on 25 April.20
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Quick congressional approval was almost assured by the
Soviet space spectacular of 12 April. The world's first space
ship, Vostok 1, with Major Yuri Gagarin onboard, was
launched from Russia on an 89 minute, single orbit flight
around the earth.as The 5-ton spacecraft was totally automat-
ic, and Major Gagain suffered no apparent problems. Soviet
propaganda was quick and stressed that the flight was evi-
dence of the virtues of victorious socialism and of the global
superiority of the USSR in all aspects of science and technol-
ogy. No high US official had predicted such an event; the gen-
eral public received It with almost as much shock as it had
experienced for the Sputnik I flight of 1957. Oversea and do-
mestic news media hailed this additional Soviet first.

Congress, in addition to considering the NASC proposal,
was in the midst of hearings on President Kennedy's supple
mental request to add to Eisenhower's fiscal year 1962 budg-
et. The hearings were extremely vocal, especially in the
House, because the NASA portion of the supplemental, while
requesting an increase, contained no specific plans for a
follow-on manned program after the limited series of Mercury
flights.

Right in the middle of this activity came the Bay of Pigs in-
cident. Begun on 15 April, the invasion was crushed in only
four days. On 20 April, coincident with congressional approval
of the revised Space Act empowering Vice President Johnson
to be Chairman of the NASC, President Kennedy wrote a his-
toric memorandum to Johnson.

... I would like for you as Chairman of the Space
Council to be in charge of making an overall survey of
where we stnd in space.

1. Do we have a chance of beating the Soviets by
putting a laboratory in space, or by a trip around the
moon, or by a rocket to land on the moon, or by a rocket
to go to the moon and back with a man. Is there any other
space program Wh1 pionm dramatic reut in wWa

~we could win?

~ 2. How much additional would it cot?

/
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3. Are we working 24 hours a day on existing pro-
grams? If not, will you make recommendations to me as
to how work can be speeded up.

4. In building large boosters should we put our em-
phasis on nuclear, chemical, or liquid fuel, or a combina-
tion of these three?

5. Are we making maximum effort? Are we achieving
necessary results?

I have asked Jim Webb, Dr. Wiesner, Secretary
McNamara and other responsible officials to cooperate
with you fully. I would appreciate a report on this at the
earliest possible moment.30

Facing a 9 May departure for a 15-day tour of Southeast
Asia, the Vice President did not have much time to prepare an
answer for the President. During the days following the 20
April memorandum, the Vice President met with officials from
the NASA, the DOD, the AEC, the Bureau of the Budget, and
Dr. Wlesners office. (Dr. Wiesner was the President's Sci-
ence Advisor and head of the PSAC.) At no time during these
consultations was PSAC asked for its opinion, a elgnlfcant
departure from the Eisenhower administration's modus oper-
andi. Vice President Johnson also met with prominent busi-
nessmen and personal friends in the Senate to get a feel for
possible public reaction to a major increase in the nation's
space efforts.

One event helped ensure that an accelerated space pro-
gram would be accepted by the President and the country. On
5 May Astronaut Alan. Shepard made the first American space
flight, a 15-minute suborbital journey In the "Freedom 7" Mer-
cury capsule. This success climaxed a long period of difficul-
ties for Project Mercury. With over 500 representatives of the
nows media present at Cape Canaveral to report America's
first manned flight, it was unlikely that the President would
have, or could have, endorsed an expended space program
had it not been such an unqualified success, both technically
and politically. As the New Vot* Timos reported on 6 May,/
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President Kennedy planned to undertake "a substantially
larger effort In space."

By ti time the NASO discussions had agreed that a pro-
gram setting a manned lunar landing as Its central feature
would be a sufficiently difficult goal, and its achievement be-
fore the Russians would repair the US image and restore con-
fidence in American technological superiority. In essence this
was NASA's Apollo Program disapproved by Eisenhower in
1960. In addition to the acceleration of all areas of booster de-
velopment (liquid fuel and nuclear propulsion by NASA and
solid fuel by DOD) and the more rapid development of com-
munications and meteorological satellies, the total program
encompased the following:

First, completion of the Mercury Program of suborbital
and earth orbital flights;

Second, Initiation of the Gemini Program of Earth orbital
flights for developing skills In rendezvous and docking be-
tween two ships, developing expertise In extravehicular activi-
ty, and extending knowledge of man's space endurance; and

Third, commencement of the Apollo Program, following
Gemini, to first achieve orbit and then land Americans on the

The program was outlined in a memorandum, prepared
by Secretary McNamara and Mr. Webb, for the Vice President
to give to President Kennedy. Receiving the memorandum the
day before he was to leave on his tour, Vice President
Johnson accepted it without change and signed it to the
President.

Several days of debate ensued within the White House
staff and the President's Council of Economic Advisors. Ulti-
matsly the program was totally accepted and on 25 May, three
weeks after Alan Shepard became the first American In space,7< President Kennedy addressed a Joint session of Congress.

. believe that this nation should commit Itself to
achieving the goal, before this decade Is out, of landing a
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man on the moon and returning him safely to earth. No
single space project in this period will be more imprrs-
sive to mankind, or more Important for the long-range ,,x-
ploration of space; and none will be so difficult or
expensive to accomplish.... In a very real sense, it will
not be one man going to the moon--we make this judg-
ment affirmatvely-it will be an entire nation.

Congress and the nation were willing to make the commit-
ment. Space goals for the next decade were set and the moon
race was on. Prestige and International leadership were clear-
ly the main objectives of the Kennedy space program. Science
and applications were important but secondary. While not an
overt objective, military security was obviously involved, since
the ability to reach the moon with men was indirectly an index
of the technical capability to wage nuclear war with missiles.

The status and power with which NASA had been en-
dowed In the Space Act could now be used to accomplish this
challenge, and Congress was ready to provide generous fund-
ing. The Apollo project was the chief beneficiary, but science,
advanced technology, and applications programs were also
given the go-ahead for expansion. Ouring fiscal year 1962,
NASA budgeted $110 million In geophysics and astronomy,
$100 million In lunar and planetary exploration, $36 million In
nuclear technology research, and $145 million for communica-
tions and meteorological satellites. In comparison, manned
spacecraft systems and the supporting launch vehicle work
accounted for $1.29 billion. That was just the beginning,
however, for ultimately the Mercury program would cost $392
million, the Gemini program $1.3 billion, and the Apollo lunar
program $25 billion.31

While NASA concentrated on the manned lunar landing
program and Its other scientific programs, 0 moved along
with Its activities In space. Some of these were similar to
NASA's programs, such as meteorology, communications,

7: and r snc satellites (especially earth resources sat-
/ elile with substantiatly better resolution imits). The Impor-

tanc of Intelligence gathern and hs Ima on D 's space
efforts cannot be overem. This subject Is treated ex-
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pertly, especially with respect to the role played by early re-
connalisance satellftes In the Cuban misile crisis, In a Na-
tional War College resarch paper by Colonel Fred H. Wisely,
USAF.32

The development of ballistic missiles was, in a very real
sense, an Integral part of the story of the DOD In space, since
the missiles provided the vital initial launch capability. The
Western Development Ovislon (red the Balstc Mis-
sile Division In 1958) of the Air Research and Development
Command (AROC) had been developing the nation's stable of
IRBMs and ICBMs since 1955. it was, In fact, not until just be-
fore President Kennedy's moon race speech to Congress that
the military space effort became a separate and distinct pro-
gram in its own right.

On 1 April 1961, in a major Air Force reorganization, the
parallel Balistic Systems and Space Systems Dvslions were
created, under the Deputy Commander for Aerospace Sys-
tems of the newly formed Air Force Systems Command
(AFSC). A little more than 10 months after the Space Systems
Division came into being, a man-rated Air Force Atlas D
boosted the first US manned orbital mission in the Mercury
program. Astronaut John Glenn in the Friendship 7 was safely
recovered after three orbits and 4.9 hours in spae. Three
other successful manned flights followed In the next 15
months, all Atlas boosted, before the program concluded with
the Mercury-Atlas 9 flight of 15 May 1963. For NASA's follow-
on Gemini program, the Air Force's powerful Titan II was cho-
sen to boost the two-man capsules.

The DOD even dabbled with the idea of its own manned
sm program. The X-15 rocket-plane program, started joint-
ly by NACA and the Air Force in 1956 to explore the charac-
teristics of flight n near-earth space, was the only onq to
reach fruition, however. It completed 199 flights between 19607' and IMU. The Air Force's Man In Space Soonest program
was cancelled soon aftp NASA'* limited projet Moeury was

/ approd wnder isonower. The X-20 Dyne-Soar program, a
joint Air Fo -NACA effort starWte in 1957, would have devel-
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oped aspace gidrcapable of aruverabe reentry from or-

were MdbcueteA oc tle 0fcsW
on the 1"u" Ge*min and Matnned Orbiting Laborator (ML)
programs. lue Gemnini would have been the Air Force exten-
sion of NASA's manned Gemini program to deImostat ren-
deZVOus and docing in rSpace, extraVehUica activit, and
relaiel long duration flight. These Air Force plans were also
c an Celised In 196, because Conr~ess saw. no need for such a

caabliy.SIMNI ry, the MOL program, which would have
paced a mllltai manned space station In rear-earth orbit

was eventually cancelled in 19MG.
In summary, through M96 Government and univesit

scientists (with the sympathetic ear Of te PSAC), the military,
and the aerospace Industry had been the dominant influences
In shaping space research policy. President Eisenhower exer-
cised veto power over the launching of a large 'military space

proramor a large-scale civiia manned program, but the
White House had no positv space policy In tirms of sell
goals formulated on its own or In conjunction with NA.SA
leadership.

However under President Kenned, the old rwnvlat oi
Interests had to shae It power wit a dynamic anid neaw Ad-

som etet h sprpdfo suimtes Wt jurlsditonw

spurred PresMidet rwtsy wut ptealrglrJsoa
and decisiv psllsnIn pollaymakft Ota gave the nation
ak clear apace policy with mangmentIU~w' by a strong 0~is
agei cy, with a. fk goal, and with aton direction expected to
continu from the too Of theGoemnt

-~~ TME JOHNSON ADVQCAYI Pres~iNtW Kennedy rdid Wno ie o see eve the prlmiW-
nay stp towad t lunar landing, but there was Nt fer
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that the pace of the space effort would be slackened under
Lyndon Johnsonas President. L8J had, after all, been the
"Father of the Space Act," and In hit brvae first term
(November 1963-January 1966) there was no lessening of his
steadfast support of the space program.

President Johnson did not only pursue JFK's balanced
program. concerned with International. prestige, neatol
relations, and the building up of US technology but also
sought an "across-the-board capablt" by InWcing a series
of other goal values-technooglcal achievement, scientific
discoveries, commercial applications, domestic political bene-
fits, economic stimulus, and military insurance.= With this Im-
pftus during LOJXs first term, NASA enjoyed a meteoric rise In
budget and personnel, and the Air Force and NASA.logged
many Spame firsts.

The Air F~boecompleted the long meticulous- job of man
rating the powerful Titan 11 booster and successfully tested It
In two Mntal unmanned flights, tht weepreparationfrth
first two-manned Gemini fl igh InMarch 1106&' Meanwhile, the
AtA-Agena, Thor-Ageha, -and Scout bostrs conte to
launch dozens of other projects In support of NASA and DOD.
They kIncdWde Ow Ranger mooriprObe sense; the Tirce Series
Of mteoroola Satelllts; the ManneWr Venus Probes;
Amouele, Canada's fist smewli for gatein oshei
die, wWAams 1$ and, the Transt series for theNav. They
As Inolued Olsovem, for -ARM, to retur US ' ayloads
from space; VW*e I and IL, ruplea detetin satelite that
lase yams pest tr * predidted useful ,Ntespan; roho, a
-"" licft 0 1-0-And." %**t Spam Pr1
act wi h1 6ovW.t aid ote "V.unctin I NOlitI one
of Mho(ynoom HI) Fell, e vlsoVeage of the Olym-
pic games fom Japan to #we United Staf.

The manned portion of t Gemini program, probabl the
brigtes and most 04016bod-- s isle projit I the Unite

* atssO~ spe afotk olnclod wit UR elM of WsJ seond
* tean id nwlssd thi P ll!Wst 4oWntvm I NA'fi



total of 20 men, were launched by Air Force Titan Ile and had
a 100 percent safety record. The astronauts walled In space
and explored the dificules of wouking thee. They rendez-
voused with Air Force Agena. 0 targets, patd In orbit by At-
las SLV-3 launch systems. They docked with the target
vehicles and, using their propulsion systems, soared to two
world's record altitues of 470 and 680 miles. The end of the
Program cameO With the Wouday fligh of Gemini It beginning
on 11 November 1 9M6 when Air Force Astronaut Majo Edwin
Aidrin, Jr., set a worlds record for extravehicular acthty, we-
malning outside the spacecraft for a Iotal of 5% hours.

The -combination of social:,problems at home, the
escaation of the Vietnam war, and inflationary pressures (for
which, the antidote adopted by the Government was reduction
In certain areas of Federal spending) caused President
Johnson In his second term to reassess his estimrat of tMe
relative priority of the space -program as compxvod with other
natlonal needs.

The depth of the difficulties for the NASA progam Is
shown by his decision to reduce NASA budgets by substantial

amonts Fo exmpl,,Ar fc~dyew IWLB' requested

previou fisc yew.'4 For fiscal year,409WPresileM. Johnison,
beset by Vienam- and domestic trokwe slashed tha NASA
budget request1 Esubl11t in JWnuay IS" to $919 miWN
WeWI #0apopito for fal ea 1*W OWWI" orman

spase agen budget reuet"'w"t $4.37 61lli1m Cm-w-w to t hwya Wfth emn progrom in I9WS his rep
resntedneely a $1 blon ut.

conguo n rescii to the", budp out w fo
and usually more osvore (th* budge apporiVonMr

shon n tjl 1- ad ae rmp~dinfloute~.) The reWd
f lW s *&* *A",W in 11,41 Of i "ptb

07i moUdM aa 6wime -to ggooreswutmtor
gnrlpublit sPIPOrt. it would appea that In the eigh yon

t #0 fis stpOf peting a men on. tho msne (Apos),



Once th# peWca Gemni progra had started,. would net
appear to beotgeat cogeo a nerest. Obviously, as h
Interest In Congrees waned rapidly in the mid-lOG60s, no
&mount of world acclaim or scientific reumn could resevalmn It.

,Manpower In the: civillan space program, In term. of total
emnployen (figure 2-2), almost duplicates the shape of the

nfunin curve. feneath thtotal em lment curve In fgr
2-2 a NASA, personnel lin has been plotted. (See table 1-1
for the actual numbers) It should be noted that employmient
and fuxnng (in terms of buyin power) declined rapidly to t
previous 1962 leel after peaking In the 1985-1967 tie-
fram andremained relatively constant thro the Carter

Relatively spealdng, funds for Apollo wers not heavily cut
due to L8~s perceived need to keep the lunar landing project
on- schedule. This was no eas task for several reaSsons. As
the reductons cme each fiscal year, Mr. Webb emcercised his
flexiblity I the research and developmet (R&D) account by
reducing planned scientific projects and slipping. the, Apollo
Applications-Progrm (laer renamed Skylab) to the out years.

It scientifc community and tOm PSAC were chagried,
for they had quesloned 0* Apollo- programh for years on the
basis of It U awk hetit drain on the. tecnal and sinii
mmrpoweor needed fat o*he nOWoa obecivs a n sies-
mly for MOO to mmmm iNplls a j* OW tha mbo -rsniet cm

data do"~s pace and at le0ss iost. "We peus of t Apollo
p~wf Weals qusebtned In %Mgh o~f 1 milityscrt It

*ee Wn" WN 010e TI.Uy an fue P M Uses oteor
Space, th moon and Ot9W Celeti 80od1es "a signed -in
OCtobe 1967 and In "'tOf L, W* Indicaon tht ft!U"i may

tovede hdbilntaeto00t

~Ubvbweoa 9ftenw pmeossrWAfld
by~ %hW pimb. elms creWwm ban-dnimetb mootaW -

0Y moI. 
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ITI
JUNE JUNE

Flpai S2-L no*er in, te ClvMl Spas Program

molned a stron spporter Of spa*. activities, both military
and civilian (especially Apollo)-." He Mifnt*,ed his Interest In
an acroest-ffeboard space efOrW, lfmkxdin manned and un-
mowne xpoato and devloomeM. of n~w propulsion sys-

ter..Hegao* his, support Io te Air or~plowe to orbit the
AMOL and conilslhl upotdSertr McNamara's ap-

p Oprawn reuet for MO udn remained a strong
edoctpof NW#~ Rovw proec Io de1eOap nuclear rockets

lar ne6d planetary fMOh.
As Pmgedeet Johnson's second term drew WsA close, the
OwlfM- National Space Progrei* over the

~ste~ yu mmegod clearly: ft commimtv to land a
im n fdbn and return him 0afel0 oM.t VV**'* fligh

jof Apollo 11,o the nation- asoOMPOIsh tatg on 20 July
-190, six 11o nt o Ow Nbion adlnbtrig* when0 Ne"

MsrNI g - ad *lwln Ald Irs tepdo I~t~ Xm. All
in all V"e *Wt 11 mned 0 k Aolses
WINweon ObIobef 106 uI e b 1072 6 of whih an-
ad fto~a reeqfi.MOM
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In sumnary, despite a multitude of technical problem a
chorus of criticisms from the. scientific community, severe
budgetary constratints due to urban problems and Vietnam,
and the tragic sotackt of the Apollo spacecraft fire, L13J per-
sisted In pursuit of President Kennedys goa. Although these
difiultie did not dony achievement r* the goal, they did have
an Impact on. spece polic In the post-Apollo era. This Impact
related to the questioning of the necessity of human presence
In space exploration,. the debate concerning the amount of
emphasis that science and applicatlons should receive, and
the lack of consensus concerning the direction of thespc
program of the 1970s.

141X0*FORD DILVMA

For personal reasons, Mr. Webb departed from NASA
nine months prior to the first lunar landing. He left at a time of
high personal standing; with both the Johnson administration
and Congress, closing an 11 '1dlnally successful eight-year
tenure. Over thwe lest few years of his leadership of NASA, Mr.
Webb cossetyhedged in the -formulation of -concrete post-
Apollo. goals, prefervng instea to list alernatives over which
he lfetb'eurai debalie would ens* end a national con-
sensus would emesget His; unexpected, departure just prior to
the 1968 Prelf ta election' letNASA with, grea expecta-
tions Jor the otcmn owon Wlantns but a questionable
long-range future. I~

Dr. Thormes Pallneo Mr. WeWs deputy, was appointed
Acting Administraicor of NASA by President Johnson a few
days :aftu WoWs 7 October 1968- reslgnetion. .Following
Presidet Nisons nomination Or, Paine wa confirmed as Ad-
nlnltraor on 5 Macsh 1968. Dr. Paine's short admistrIn

(through IS- September 1970) was, hcteIz by contast.
The world watched the maftuing Apollo spcaulars whil the
interna prime tas* ws to nimnize the rising costs of program/ deerras wi oIsk~lns.The htihts 0f the period were

rewads foM iwntaMadeIn the past but NASA had



entered a period In which Investments for future events were
Increasingly austere.

While Apollo 11, the first human visit to the moon, was a
historic first, It was also an anticlimax. The event and the land-
Ings su t to Apollo 11 did not alter the downward trend
in funding. The NASA budget declined rapidly between 1966
and 1970, averaging $500 million per year (table 1-1). The
number of people employed on space projects declined from
420,000 In 1966 to 190,000 In 1970 (figure 2-2).

in mid-1969 the civilian space program was at a cross-
roads. The euphoria at NASA produced by Apollo 11 led Dr.
Paine to press for endorsement by the nation of new manned
space ventures, including a 1980s mission to Mars, the estab-
lishmnent of a base on the moon, and a large (50 to 100 man)
orbiting space station serviced by a space shuttle. In addition,
an ambitious program of unmanned planetary expeditions,
other scientific projects, and applications satellites was
proposed.

These recommendations had an obvious Impact on Presi-
dent Nixon's Space Task Group (STG) that was charged with
conducting a hh-l study of post-Apollo activity. Made up
of Vice Presdent Spiro Agnew (head of the NASC and Chair-
man of the STG), Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, Presi-
dential &ne Advisor Lee Dubridge (head of the PSAC),
and Dr. Paine, the STG made public In September 1969 three
alternatives the nation could undertake:

Fht, the United States could establish a 50-man space
station orbiting the earth, an orbiti lunar mspce station, a
lunar-surface.bie, and a manned flight to Mars by 1985. A
reumble carrier would be needed to "shuttle" between the
earth's surfae and the earth-obitling station, and a reusable
"space tug" would be needed to service the lunar orbital
station.

Soond, it could establish the at-orbng space eta-
dion, alongd wth the reusable shte but eliminate the lunar

'~ / projects and postpone the manned Mars launch to 1986; or



Third, the nation could develop the earth-orbital space
station and the shuttle but defer any decision on the manned
Mars landing, keeping it only as a goal to be realized before
the end of the century.35

The first two options carried fiscal price tags in the 1980s of j
$10 oillion and $8 billion, respectively, and option three would
sil require a $5 bilion annual NASA budget in the same time-
frame.

President Nixon's position and ultimate policy decision
would not come out until March 1970, but its flavor could al-
most have been predicted. In his 1968 election campaign,
President Nixon had pledged to curtail NASA operations until
the economy could afford more funding. The Republican's na-
tional platform also promised to move civilian space programs
"forward with high priority" only once sound fiscal conditions
had been restored.1"

After entering office, as a part of a general anti-inflation,
multibillion dollar Government-spending curb, President Nixon
slashed the NASA fiscal year 1970 budget request (submitted
by President Johnson) by $45 million to $3.772 billion, nearly
a quarter of a billion dollars less than the 1969 appropriation.
The general Interest of Congress towards space was exempli-
fied by its further reduction of NASA's fiscal year 1970 budget
to $3.749 billion and Its wholesale cancellation of the Air
Force's MOL program.

There were other precursors of President Nixon's March
1970 space policy announcement. Critics in the Congress, in
the media, and in the American public, generally, decried the
magnitude of the space program plans presented in the STG
report, to say nothing of the funds necessary to meet the pro-
gram goals. 7 Althoiugh Interested in seeing a continuation of
large space projects, the aerospace Industry was not united
as to which specific projects should have priority. While sever-
al companies had special Interests due to peculiar space
capabilitms, Industry as a whole favored DOD over NASA be-
cause of *he magnitude of Its business with the military.

i73
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Finally, Vietnam, the economy, domestic unrest, the state of
the welfare program, and other issues commanded more at-
tention than new space ventures. These concerns were re-
flected in the administration's fiscal year 1971 budget request
to Congress submitted in January 1970. NASA's budget was
cut to $3.377 billion, $372 million below the fiscal year 1970
appropriation.

Thus, after President Nixon had been in office only one
year, NASA was forced to announce several major program
changes. In February 1970, the Apollo Applications program
was renamed Skylab, and although originally planned to coin-
cide with the lunar landing flights, it was rescheduled to
1973-1974. In addition, instead of seven crews being sent to
two space stations, only three crews would be sent to a single
space station.36 NASA also announced that the last lunar
landing mission (Apollo 20) was being cancelled, and all pre-
liminary work on a space shuttle and a manned flight to Mars
was being put on hold. By September 1970, the Apollo 18 and
19 missions were cancelled too.

The President's long-awaited space policy statement of 7
March 1970 was a carefully considered and carefully worded
document that should not have surprised the space communi-
ty, In light of the activity over the preceding 13 months. It was
highly cognizant of political realities and the mood of Con-
gress and the public:

... space expenditures must take their proper place
within a rigorous system of national priorities.... What
we do In space from here on In must become a normal
and regular part of our national life and must therefore be
planned In confunction with all of the other undertakings
which are also important to us."

While the President's pronouncement did not back new large
projects, as proposed by Dr. Paine and the STG, the state-
ment did identify three "general purposes which should guide
our space program exploration, scientific knowledge, and
practical applications." Clearly, President Nixon considered
the space program to be of intermediate priority in 1970, not

./ . 74
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justifying increased investment or the initiation of large now
efforts, but a vehicle for exploiting and extending the techno-
logical and scientific gains which had already been realized.

NASA interpreted the President's statement as endorse-
ment of (a) its reduced manned space activities (remaining
Apollo missions, the Skylab program, and a possible joint US-
Russian mission in the mid-1970s), (b) its plans for a "Grand
Tour" exploration of the planets by unmanned satellites (Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto in the late
1970s), and (c) its expanded programs in the practical appli-
cations of space technology (earth resources, meteorology,
and communication satellites and greater international coop-
eration in space).

NASA's fiscal funding spiral did not stop at the $3.377 bil-
lion level, however (the budget submitted to Congress in Jan-
uary 1970 for fiscal year 1971). In fact, by December 1970
Congress had passed the fiscal year 1971 appropriation bill
which cut an additional $64 million. This pattern would repeat
itself through fiscal year 1974 when NASA suffered its lowest
budget in over a dozen years ($3.040 billion in absolute or
then-year dollars). The corresponding figure in relative buying
power, or constant year 1967 dollars, was just over $2 billion
and would remain there throughout the decade (table 1-1).
Basically, then, the Nixon (and later Ford) dilemma in ap-
proaching civilian space efforts. was to try to balance the
competing claims of budgetary constraints with the need to
keep the national program viable, i.e., to curtail without
crippling.

The annual attempt to solve the funding dilemma met its
biggest test during the election year of 1972. By this time fis-
cal stringency had caused further project cutbacks, Including
much of the "Grand Tour." The tour was severely reduced,
leaving only unmanned visits to Mars and Jupiter in the Mari-
ner and Pioneer series, respectively. Fiscal constraints also

- -caused a scaling down of the Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehi-
cle Application (NERVA) program and of a number of projects,
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such as the High Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO), that
were considered of the highest priority by scientists.

It was in this environment that NASA had been studying

the concurrent development of the Thrust-Assisted Orbiter
System (TAOS, later named the shuttle) and a manned space
station. Since such a dual program was estimated to cost $10
billion, which was not economically (and therefore politically)
feasible, and since it did not make sense to build the space
station without a low-cost supply system (the shuttle), NASA's
only logical choice was to seek approval for the TAOS.

President Nixon gave the go-ahead for the shuttle in Jan-
uary 1972 for mainly three reasons:

First, it promised to drastically reduce launching and op-
erational costs through reusable vehicles;

Second, it was a value to DOD. The Air Force had fol-
lowed the shuttle studies since cancellation of the MOL pro-
gram but did not give its support until NASA redesigned the

* cargo bay to accommodate 0OD payloads; and

Third, it would employ an additional 40,000 aerospace
workers by the mid-1970s, which was Important to forecast in
an election year.

Even with these important considerations in favor of Presiden-
tial endorsement, the OMB urged disapproval. It took a per-
sonal appeal from Dr. James Fletcher, the new Administrator
of NASA (since April 1971), to gain final approval from Presi-
dent Nixon.

The White House approval got little fanfare, but in the fis-
cal year 1973 budget approval process Congress nailed down
the lid on whac NASA had agreed to: a first orbital flight in
1979 at a total development cost of $5.22 billion (in 1972 dol-
Ias) and a total program cost, Including the devlopmem
costs, filve orbiters, the necessary boosters and tanks, and,/ launch facilItes, of $7.5 billion (1972 dolls).4 The congres-
sional debat also put an absolte limit of 20 percent on cost
overruns ($1 billion), which NASA was willing to acoe In re-

- *1
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turn for program approval. Knowing the high level of techno-
logical risk inherent In the program, opponents of the shuttle,
mainly from the scientific community, accused NASA of "buy-
ing In" in order to keep man in space to the detriment of more
important scientific endeavors.

By the time that Congress had locked-in the total program
costs, NASA still had five technological "nuts-to-crack": (a) to
use a liquid propellant booster, recoverable but not flyable, or
a totally expendable, inexpensive solid propellant booster;
(b) to reduce the design weight of the shuttle without im-
pacting the 65,000-pound payload capability; (c) to develop a
new thermal protection system, since the heat shield princi-
ples of previous manned systems were inadequate for a reus-
able shuttle; (d) to design and test new high-performance
rocket engines for the orbiter; and (e) to solve the requirement
for an onboard, self-contained flight-control system.

Early in the program and before President Nixon left of-
fice, for obvious cost and reliability reasons NASA decided to
discard both booster options in favor of recoverable solid-
propellant rockets, with a giant liquid-fuel tank (expendable)
for the shuttle's main engines. The design weight problem was
solved by dropping the requirement for jet engines, thus mak-
ing the orbiter a glider once it reentered the atmosphere.

By the time President Ford completed his term in January
1977, NASA had not solved the heat shield and shuttle rocket
engine problems, and OMB had reduced requested funding
(over a three-year period) by $274 million. While NASA was
able to operate within tight fiscal constraints, the not effect
was that very real problems existed, with associated cost in-
creaes and schedule slippages in the offing for the next
adminei&ation.

In summary, the ora of space spectaculars for NASA,
great enough to interest the entire world, began In 1969 with
the ft Apollo lunar voyages. Five more ffights followed,/ along with the thro very successful Skylab flights, in which
th.oe astronat had lived and worked In a minlpece M
tlo-wlth the final mission lasting 64 days. The National
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Space Program received its final boost In 1975 with the Rue-
sian-American Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, a mutual docking of
the two spacecraft in which coupled air locks could be opened
as a passageway between the ships.

The worldwide enthusiasm over man's first departures
from earth was not shared in Congress, at least not In the form
of increased funding. The hopes of some NASA officials for
another Apollo-like commitment in the form of a manned expe-
dition to Mars or a huge manned earth-orbital space station or
lunar base were quickly dashed. The declining budget and
shrinking activity in NASA began prior to 1989 and continued
through both administrations.

NASA saw a dramatic increase in practical space applica-
tions covering worldwide communication systems, meteorolo-
gy, earth resource surveys, and scientific stellar and solar
observations, as well as military surveillance satellites and
navigation systems. Since Congress favored these applica-
tions over spectacular lunar and planetary voyages and if the
real value of the new domain of space were to mature, then a
less costly means of transportation seemed essential. For the
then foreseeable future, emphasis shifted from big expenda-
ble boosters to development of a versatile "truck" to service
nearearth orbits.

CARTER AND NO SPECTACULARS

Although data are difficult to acquire, during the four
years of the Carter Presidency, the Russians had in excess of
430 space launches, of which 17 were manned and included
Czech, Polish, GDR, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Vietnamese, and
Cuban cosmonauts. One mission, Soyuz 32, had a crew dura-
tion time In space of 175 days. In addition, the Soviets de-
signed, developed, tested, and deployed an antieatellite
(ASAT) system.

By contrast, the United States had only 85 launches
7< (excluding clasifed DO efforts). Tee Included four deep

spac probes, 15 scientific payloads, and 46 appllons sat-
/ eilte (8 navigatin, 3 earth obsevation, 11 weathe, and 24
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communication). As the shuttle development problems started
to manifest themselves in terms of schedule slippage, It be-
came obvious that no Americans would be launched into
space for the remainder of the decade. With the President's
edict for no space spectaculars and maintenance of low-level
funding, the space "depression" became firmly entrenched.

Dr. Robert Frosch took over leadership of NASA on 16
June 1977 following Dr. Fletcher's resignation the previous
month. His primary task for the next four years was to salvage
as much of NASA's scientific and applications efforts as possi-
ble in the face of runaway inflation, straight-line budgets, and
rising shuttle costs. NASA used several means to minimize
the shuttle funding requirements as well as total program
costs: it borrowed production funds for the development pro-
gram; It deferred work to the next fiscal year; it slipped the
flight schedule; It eliminated all contingency funds below the
headquarters level in order to force managers to be creative in
seeking solutions to technical problems within the budget; and
it finally cancelled procurement of one orbiter. The cost of the
shuttle's four test flights in fiscal year 1982 is now estimated
to be $9.9 billion or about 25 percent over the original esti-
mate and is just under two years behind schedule.

In the Nixon administration the NASC was little used after
Its work on the STG report, and Its staff was cut. In 1973,
utilizing statutory reorganization powers granted by Congress,
President Nixon abolished the Space Council. During Presi-
dent Ford's lt year in office' Congress passed the National
Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities
Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-282). Under this act, the President's Qf-
fce of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) ostensibly pro-
vides a broad overview of new technologies being studied
throughout the Government. More specifically, the Director of
OSTP is the source for scientific and technical analysis and7y judgment for the President with respect 19 major policies,
plaw, and prgrams of the Federal Govermnt. After taking
office, Preeid Carter retained OSTP within the Executive
Office of the Predent and within 16 montt it was to play the
dominant role in the formulation of space policy.
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Early In the Carter adii1rt1n a serie of joint studies
Involvng the NSCV DOD, OSTP, and NASA were conducted to
address apparent fragmnentation and possible redundancy
among Governent sector with space activities and to devel-
op a coherent recommendation for national space policy. The
product of these efforts matured In the spring aid fall of 1976
as the Presidential Directive on National Space Policy (PD 37)
and on Cii Space Policy (PD1 42).41

The emphasis of PD 37, published 20 June 1978, was co-
herent space principles (increase scientific knowedge, devel-
op technology, maintain leadership, etc.) and did not deal In
detail with the. long-term objectives of commercial and civl
programs. It was not void of specifics, however, the first being
the establishment of the NSC Policy Rview Committee (PRO)
for Space. Chaired. by R. Frank Press, Director of 05W, the
PRC (Space) provided a forum for all Federal agencies In
which to advise on proposed changes to national space policy
and also provided rapid referral of Issues to the President for

decision.
in addition, the 0MB was tasked to review all Programs to

a Identify duplication, prioritization, and e fciency, and NASA
was dircte to pay virtually all the costs associated with de-
velopment of the shuttle (for DOD-peculiar costs see table
2-1). Lastly, DOD was chartered to, design Survivability inkt
space systm, develop ant &*AT capabiit, and "bump"cMl-
Ion payloads fro eue shuttle flights for national securi-
ty purposes If reqilred.

The heavy enmsi of PD 37 on 00O activity caused
much consfterat withi the civilian spae community. With-
In four months (I11 Octobor 1978). President Carter had
signed PD 4Z US CNNi Spame ft"i. (6ee the complet White
House pres releases in appendb 9.) Completed by the PAC
(Spae.), PD 42 m sa lee-gresj direuliv 1fsrel$
I an 9 vIuonwy manne, Mhe eseach, development, and
applCatiO 9 of spn sstm for dMvan we in tenext &ec-
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TbO 2-1. DOD Shwells Funding-FY 40
Presden'S Budget Figure

FY 71 and prior $ 4.3 ml lion
72 3.0
73 3.7
74 3.5
75 10.0
76 18.5
77 +TO 8.2
78 206.3
79 390.7
80 444.8
81 383.7
82 256.0
83 '160.1
84 85.0

Total s$1,9777.8
Note:

Dis weoe supplied Owth Air Feue March ISM0. This table Inclue.
fundlng for Inertka Upper 149880 gmeanOf VadebrgM Force Base
for shut operatins, OW d ops ~ dsA04slMO:M= I

FlWwg up to a&d hsotudk FY UO ate acua OVpsNdlui; those for
FY 81-44 aes**me* of 9w 1u0n 0- esmpien
Source: Conr~eskonl Resewch Service (ojember 1681).

ads. Them was much criticism of the vue goals etabishod
In PD 42, especIally In Congress

Four bills were Introduced In the th Congress ad-
dressng aMemeives to th0 policy. The tmi Senele bills (S.
212 and S. 244) were originally introduced by Senators
Schmit and Stevnson, bepciey mmdaeyflowing
the release of PO 42. The bills wero reintroduced, with
cha111s: '1P t Mhe beiVin of fte Oft Conress, mnd heans

"arY I01 (e tugh no ftue bil had fonitduced w
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yet). On 5 June 1979, Representative Dorman introduced H.R.
4316, which was identical to the original Schmitt bill from the
95th Congress (S. 3599), and on 28 January 1980, Repro-
sentative George Brown introduced H.R. 6304, which was
based on the Stevenson bill.

Although none of the bills was reported from committee,
the hearings were spirited and provided for a very broad
space policy, with associated programs, for the next 30 years.
Provisions included a world information system by 1990, an
orbital civilization by 2000, manned exploration of the solar
system by 2010, and development of technology to support
the three program areas.

The rhetoric of the 96th Congress was symptomatic of the
continuing policy debate within various agencies of the execu-
tive branch, especially NASA and DOD, through the election
year of 1980. President Carter's policy never walvered, how-
ever, and is best summarized by the third "tenet" of PD 42:

It Is neither feasible nor necessary at this mp to

commit the United States to a high-challenge space engi-
neering initiative comparable to Apollo. As the resources
and manpower requirements for shuttle development
phase down, we will have the flexibility to give greater at-
tention to new space applications and exploration, con-
tinue programs at the present levels or contract them.

REAGAN YEARS: STAGE OF TRANSITION

In the first 14 months of the Reagan administration the
National Space Program experienced some interesting ups
and downs from which It is hard to discern just what direction
high-level policy and programs are headed. Simply stated,
policy has been dfting, and the United States Is experiencing
a stoe of transUon wlh regard to space.

NASA gained new leadership under President Reagan.
Dr. Froech resigned on 20 January 1981, and his deputy, Dr.
Al Lovelne, acted as the Adminlftrator of NASA until the new

e James Begg, sewd his business intem3ts and/ was momn in on 10 July 1961. On that same day and of more
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importance to the military, Dr. Hans Mark, former Secretary of
the Air Force in the Carter administration, was sworn in as
Deputy Administrator, replacing Dr. Lovelace. Within four
months, the Air Force's most successful program manager in
the late-1970s, and a fully trained astronaut for the old MOL
program, Major General James Abrahamson, was appointed
Associate Administrator of NASA for the Space Shuttle
Program.

Even though none of the space bills of the 96th Congress
was reported out of committee, activity on the Hill was brisk
after Mr. Reagan took office. Two more bills (H.R. 3712 and
4286) were introduced in the 97th Congress, dealing with a
National Space Policy for the next decade. In addition, in the
fall of 1981 hearings were held on future space programs by
the Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications of the
House Committee on Science and Technology.

As for President Reagan's policies regarding the US
space program, a few statements may provide an Indication of
his views. In his 18 February 1981 statement to Congress on
economic recovery, he said that while "we plan to continue"
the space program, '*we believe ... that a reordering of priori-
ties to focus on the most knportant and cost effective NASA
programs can result in a savings of a quarter of a billion dol-
lar." This was followed by a fiscal year 1982 NASA budget
request that was SOO million less than what had been pro-
posed by President Carter. With the shuttle being exempted
from any cuts, the reduction was accomplished by cancelling
or deferring ll fiscal year 1981 and 1982 new program starts
In space science, applications, and aeronautics.

The long-term plans for NASA In the Reagan admin-
istration may shw a continued slowing of funding for the
agenoy. In ts budget guidelines for fiscal years 1983-1985,
the OMB told NASA to reduce Its projected funding require-
mnial under President Carter,. by a t
tal of 02M on. Desfte the on interest In space
IN"d eeer,+ Cx s a only, 5.&W bion for
NASA I in1, ana whih repesmm an "dltlona
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$190 million cut from the $600 million President Reagan had
requested.

In the area of policy development, President Reagan
abolished the PRC (Space), established within the NSC by
President Carter, and after several months of ambivalence on
a science advisor, chose Dr. George Keyworth for that post.
On 28 April 1981, two weeks after the first successful flight of
the space shuttle, the President again addressed Congress on
the topic of economic recovery. He stated, "the space shuttle
did more than prove our technological abilities. It raised our
expectations once more. It started us dreaming again."

In an address to the American Assocation for the Ad-
vancement of Science on 25 June 1981, Or. Keyworth re-
vealed that the Reagan administration, spurred by a
succesful shuttle flight, had Initiated a major interagency re-
view of the shuttle's operational future and other matters con-
ceming the direction of the space program.

Since that anouncemlent, there have been more shuttle
flights, and the Reagan amini o has delivered several
anvune s on Its Intentions In national space policy. The
President formally announced a revised national space policy
at the welcome home ceremon* for the landing of the final
test fl t of the space shuttle on 4 July 1962. What these new
polioies will ultimately mean for our national space program
remains to be seen as of ths writing. The time may be ripe for
the rsolutkvn of some of the Issues which have marked the
history of the natonal space program, such as the cmpetion
among civillan, nmlitary, and other national Interests.

OCION POUIT
In It report on t90 space policy hearings, the Houne

eSolnce and Technology Committee's Subcommittee on
space Scien and Aa -tin recomrmeded that "the civil

___and mi@lry spe pogranm shoud be examined separately
-W their hxfutn amash to to requirerimnts developed for
sub7 prlpw Ont w Unli under this budgeting sch m,
DOD ho f we i ll e si n sacbed system.
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has grown. The military depends on satellites for such things
as (a) communications, command, and control links to stra-
tegic and tactical forces; (b) early warning and attack assess-
ment, intelligence collection, and verification of treaty
compliance for the National Command Authority; and (c) serv-
ice as a "force multiplier" of land, sea, and air forces through-
out any potential conflict.

In the authorization process during calendar year 1981,
DOD's budget exceeded NASA's space budget by nearly $200
million (table 1). When the fiscal year 1982 budget was finally
passed in December 1981, DOD's space appropriation out-
stripped the whole of NASA's (including aeronautics) by near-
ly half a billion dollars (tables 1-1 and 1-2). Compared to the
budget requests for the two agencies submitted by OMB to
Congress for fiscal year 1983, the difference is remarkable;
NASA's is $6.6 billion and DOD's is $8.5 billion.

With regard to the civilian-military schism, although the
relationship of military and civilian space programs had not
been directly addressed in early 1982 legislative initiatives in
the Congress, some views expressed in hearings seem to re-
inforce continued separation of agency activities. However,
the line between .Mlitary and civilian programs is becoming in-
creasingly blut. because of the space shuttle. Clearly, this
nation is at a decision point with respect to future space activi-
ty. The situation currently being experienced Is not unlike the
post-Apollo period wherein much bureaucratic debate took
place but no national consensus emerged. Similarly, what the
post-shuttle development period holds is unknown.

The answers to the future lie In national policy emanating
from the highest levels of the executive branch, In firm pro-
grams to carry out that policy with an appropriate push from
DOD and NASA leadership, and in adequate funding from the
legilative branch.
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APPENDIX A
INTERNATIONAL SPACE TREATIES

TEXT OF THE TIzATY ON P IXan' GOVIMNLGO THE Acrxvmes oP STATN TN TzE
EXPLONATION AND UsE OF OUTR SPACE, IcwrNwo THE MooN Awn Orm
CELeNt Bomns (1967)

The States Parties to this Treaty,
Inspired by the great prospects opening up before mankind as a result of man's

entry into outer space,
Reooriisong the common interest of all mankind in the progress of the explora-

tion and use of outer space for peaceful prposes,
Believing that the exploration and use of outer space should be carried on for

the benefit of all peoples irrespective pf the degree of their economic or scientific
development,

Desiring to contribute to broad international cooperation in the %clentific as
well as the legal aspects of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful
purposes,

Belkving that such co-operation will contribute to the development of mutual
understanding and to the strengthening of friendly relations between States and
peoples,

Recalling resolution 1962 (XVIII), entitled "Declaration of Legal Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space",
which was adopted unanimously by the United Nations General Assembly on13 December 1M8,

Reoulng resolution 1884 (XVIII), calling upon States to refrain from placing
in orbit around the earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds
of weapons of mass destruction or from installing such weapons on celestial
bodies, which was adopt-4 unanimously by the United Nations General Assembly
on 17 October 1968,

Takng accoust of United Nations General Assembly resolution 110 (II) of
3 November 1947, which condemned propaganda designed or likely to provoke or
encouras any threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression, and
considering that the aforetoned resolution In appncable to outer s"ace.

Convtined that a Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Spacm including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies, will further the Purposes and Principles of the Charter of the United
Nations,

Hae agreed on the f:oowing:
Artile I

The exmploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and In the interests of all countries,
irrespective of their degree of ionomic or scientific development, and shall be
the province of all mankindL

Outer space, Indud the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for
el ion and ue by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis
of equality and In accordance with international law, sad tlmre shall be free
access to all areas of celestial bodies.

There shall be freedom of scientific Investigation in outer space, Including the
moon and other celestial bodies, and States shall facilitate and encourage Inter-

tional appropriatima by cl of smreignty, by means of use or oMation, or by
any other means.
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Ar~ie IIf

States Pardie to the Treaty Ohall enty cn activities In the exploration and
anof euter specs, Including the moon and other caeesial bodies, In accordance
with International law, Including the Charter of the United Natioms, In the
interest of maintaining Intrnational peace and security and promoting Interna-
tional co-operation and understandIng.

Ar~ele IV

States Partio to the Treaty undertake not to place In orbit around the earth
any object carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons on elestia
bodies, or station such weapons In oter spate In ay other manner.

The moos and other ftlestial bodie diall be used by all States Parties to the
Treaty excluelvely for poefu glepss The establieshimet of miltary bss,

Intalains an ortidotan, the testing of any type of weapons and the conduct
mili1taery manoeuvres on elestial bodies oball be forbidden. The we at military

personnel for acleatillc research or for any other peaceful purpose aball not be
pvddte& he n ofa" quipento tyt eessa for peaceful expora-

tion of the moon and other eletial bodies shall also not be prohibited.

Aj'"t V

States Parties to the Treaty shal regard astronauts as envoys at mankind In
outer space and shall resider to them all possible amune in the went of acci
dent, distress, or eumec landing an the territory of another State Party or
on the high seas When astronauts masks n a lasding~ they shall be sey and
promptly returned to the Stte of reistry of their xgafe vdii.

tnc eyigo actidvitie In outer space and an celestial bodies, the astreauts
of ame StaPay shail render all bomhe, amisiance to the atenauts at other
Sates Partie.

States Partie to the Treaty shall Immediately Inform the other States Partie
to the Treaty or the Serear-enral of the United Nation of a"y phemomea
they discover In oute vsce, Incldig the mnoon and eter clestial bodies which
could constitute a danger to the liii or healt af astronauts.

Ar~ie VI

States Parties to the Treaty shal bear International responsiblIty for atioal
activities in outer Maew, Including the moon and other aelestlal liedles whetheir
such activitie are carred an by gowerntsal asenties or by wwwwv. ta~l
entities, and for assurin that natona activities are carried out In Coformity
with the provisions set forth In the peusen "'Saw. The activities of nan-govera.
1M a m eniteIn ote Msaee incudng te MGM amd oher estla bodies, Z"al
Robir authorisatim a"d contbnuing supervllen by the State esere.When

activities are carrid on In eor space, Incluing the noew ad othe cetal
bodies, by an Interntional organasst, zesptoMlit for cemptsem, with this
Treaty sd"l be born both by the Intemadwsal - amleio and by the SMum
Partis to the Teaty particpatin in suc e& nnu

Ar1W#e VII

Mach Saot Party to the Treaty that laumbs or procures the lausebin at an
object int outer ftace, including the moos and other velestal bedWm a"d each
State Party from Whose territory Or focdft an object Is launched, Is Intetuato
ally liable for damo to another Stat Party to the Treaty or to Its natural or
J01011011 pesu by so& .moj Woriut IIe PUNeei pan tu ht, Is air affie
or in oute ae, minNVdIngD theom wad other celestial bodies

At We ti11

A tate Party to the Treaty an whese resty an object lanchied itof ate
pace Is arried dm retain Jurldlua and contrvo et suh bjet anm d over

V any~~e issesma ine ,While in cate mooe or an a celestl body. Osnesvlpat
~lamelied Into oue apace iedngObjeet. usade orcasridc a

of and ot their cmpe t pav'1ts me not n by terp smIn
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outer spece or on a celestial body or by their return to the Earth. Such objects or
component ps found beyond the limits of the State Party to the Treaty on
whose registry they are carried shall be returned to that State, which shall, upon
request, furnish Identifying data prior to their return.

Ar&k* IX

In the exploration and use of outer space, Including the moon and other celestial
bodies, States Parties to the Treaty shall be guided by the principle of co-opera-
tion and mutual amistance and shall conduct all their activities In outer space,
including the moon and other eledial bodies, with due regard to the correspond-
ing interests of al other States Parties to the Treaty. States Parties to the Treaty
shall pursue studies of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies,
and conduct exploration of them so as to avoid their harmful contamination and
also adverse chanes In the environment of the Earth resulting from the Introduc-
tion of extraterrestrial matter and, where necessary, shall adopt appropriate
measures for this purpose. If a State Party to the Treaty has reason to believe
that an activity or experiment planned by It or its nationals in outer space,
including the moon and other celestial bodies, would cause potentially harmful
Interference with activities ot other States Parties in the peaceful exploration
and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, it shall
undertake appropriate International consultations before proceeding with any
such activity or experiment A State Party to the Treaty which has reason to
believe that an activity or experiment planned by another State Party In outer
spae, Ineluding the moon and other celestial bodies, would cause potentially
harmfu interference with activities In the peaceful exploration and use of outer
space, Including the moon and other celestial bodies, may request consultation
concerning the activity or expeimnt

Ar~k.e X

In order to promote international eo-operation In the exploration and use of
outer specs, inludins the moss and other celestial bodies, in conformity with
the pUIpseOs of this Treaty, the States Parties to the Treaty shall consider on a
basis of equality and requests by other States Parties to the Treaty to be aforded
an opportunity to observe the ",ht of sace objects launched by those States.

The mature of such an o ty for observation and the conditions under
which it could be aforded shall be de ermined by agreement between the Statesconeretsd.

Article X1
In order to peomote International co-operation in the peacetul exploration and

use of outer space, States Parties to the Treaty conducting activities In outer
space, Including the moon and other celesial bodies, agree to inform the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations as well as the public and the International
secentlle community, to the greatest extent feasible and practicable, of the nature,
conduct, locatons and results of such activities. On receiving the said Informa-
tion, the Seeretary-General of the United Nations should be prepared to dis-
senmnate It Immedately and etfeeveily.

Art Ne XII

AIM statiom, Installations, equipment and space vehicles on the moon and other
celestial bodies shall be open to representatives of other States Parties to the
Treaty on a basis ot reciprocity. Such representatives shall give reasonable
advance notice ot a projected viit, In order that appropriate eonsultations may be
held and that maximum precautions may be taken to assure safety and to avoid
Interferene with normal operation In the facility to be visited.

Article Xfll

Ike provisions of this Treaty don apply to the activities ot States Parties to
the Treaty In exploration and use of ofter space, Including the moon and other
celestial bodles, whether such activities are carried on by a dgle State Party to
the Treaty or Jointly with other States, Including eases where they are carried
on within the framework of International Inter-governmeatal organisatons.

g) 4.-
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Any Practical questions arising In cow Wxon with activities carried on by
international later-governmental orgaulsations In the sijiloratlon and u- of
outer space, induding the moon and othe elesial bodies, shall be resolved by
the Otates Parties to the Treaty either with the appropriate lieuaaUal orga-
ntion or with one or more States members of that International orgamnlsation,

which are Parties to this Treaty.
Article XIV

L. This Treaty shall be open to all'States for signature. Any State 'Which does
not sign this Treaty before its etrfy W) frme In accordance with paragraph 3
of this artcle, may acede to It at any time.

I. This Treaty shall be subject to ratillcatlen by signatory States Instruments
of ratication and Instruments of aceeslon shall he depi.oted with the Govern-
ments of the Union of Soviet Socias Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain -and Northern Ireland and the United Otates of America, which are
hereby designated the Depositary Governments.

&. This Treaty shall, enter Into force upon the deposit of instruments of raill-
cationt by five Governments incluading the Governments designated as Depositary
Governments uinier this Treaty.

t For States whome Instruments of ratilceatlon or accession are deposited sub-
sequent to the enty Into force of " Treaty, it shall, enter Into, force onthe
dat of the deposit of their Instruments (A ratllcation or acceslon.

L Tke Depositary Goverments shall promptly Inform all signatory and aceed-
Ing States of the date of each signature the date of deposit of eMah Instrument
of ratilcation of and accession to this Traty, the date of Its entry Into force and
other notices.

6. This Treaty shal he registered by the Depositary Governments pursuant to
Article 106 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Any State Pafr to the Treaty may ppoeamendments to this Treaty.
5 Awismdnent shall einter Into force for eahSa.Party to the Treaty Accepting

the amenidments upont their acceptance, by a majority of the States Parties to the
Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party to the Treaty an the dat
at acceptance by It.

Articl XVI
Any State Party to the Treaty may give notie of Its withdrawal from the

Treat one year after its entry into fore be' written notification to the Depositary
Governmts. Such withdrawal shall take effeet one year fromn the date of receipt
Of thkisnotilcation.

Artfole, XVrI

This Treaty, at which the Chinese, Engilib, French,4 Russian and Spanish texts
an, equally airtheat shall be deposited in the archives at the DepoltWr Gor-
eresnts. Duly ertilled copies at this Treaty shall be taunesltted by the Deposi-
tary Governments to the Governmat Of the MINtORY and acedingstats

Lwx wnxas wxino the undersigned duly auhoi e hav sgnd thil.Treaty.
Down In ,at the cties of London, Mow and Washington, the
-day ot - one, thoumod nine hundredan

~. 'I>A
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List of States that have Deposited Instruients of Ratification of (or Acession
to) the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States In the Exploration
and Use of Outer Bpac% Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. Opened
for signature at Washington, London, and Moscow, January 27,196M. Eutered Into
force October 10, 1M6. "Treattle and Other International Acts- (TUBR 6847)

Totals to of July 107:
Signatures: 90 plus the Ukrainian 8.8.3 and Byelorussian 853.
Ratificationis: 55 plus the Byelorusian 8.8.31. and Ukrainian 8.8.3.
Accessions: 11.
Notifiation that It cotinues to be bound: &.
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TEII or mum Aunmmm oN =an Boau ow AsmmAxuts urn avuw ow
AsuaAvrs am nu3 aUna w OwUOU Lauvoum innO oUZES sum (loS)

2%0 CoohwUfsu Pow.
N~n thO peat Inmortalce at the Treaty an Prlainple Geverng the Aedvi-

tno at Station In the Axpioratlca and Use of Omste pac butudag the moom
and Other Celstia Bodie, which cels Sc the readerlag of all _ol shae
to astrouaut In the eveat at aeddieat, dltem or -nga 1lS1 adhag the promot
andmsaftrnof stromaiftsandthle oredi~ 1objects kushe Into -ntpem

Dwh ftmg to develop and give further cocreits oXVFesIOR to these8 duies
W*.Ito to promot Intereaomal o0ow io Is the poefu expioatle. and

use oc Outer apace,
Pwpdby seaius at hImmlty,

Hoeiigreed ca the following:
ArtI

No&b Costnactia Party wM&c raese ifonmatfls or dkscver that the per-
soasel at a spacecraft have Me II ae~t ow ane eaposmisclu osmltuiim of
did""es or have made an smergeamy or uinte d lasde" in tsrrtory under Its
aruuidtioa or an the high mes or In way ether place at uuis the jurisdkcti

of any State sahaImedialmly:
(a) Notify the launchdn authoriy or, It It Cunot liatify ald IMUMdRtey

co mucae with the Isahl authority, Immeavtey maft a announce04-
mleat by all asrplt Cea 1emmlatm tIoIae IA

(b) Notify teSecretsr.Oeea 41 the United tk~m who shoud dmpi
uste the Intorilltion wihot Ye by anl appropriate mas of comn cto
at hldspesaL

At~i Md

It owifg to socideat, distres meac ow unlatemds landing the persome
of a spaecraft load ta teritoy Nodw the jurieitis at a Comatt Party,
It aMS InmWdlay take all possibe "srece hm aid , ae them anl

3senr uime It doal 1st"Mth loseindf auatodw t" and le the
Se as~4mraI o ate Umta hatles 41O ofhe step it Ibia nd. of their
pragre a stauce by the lnancingauhrt w b h to. Sotapomp

efttothe Ituebiig authorit shal 40ee01ate With the asatractiag Party
wiha view to' 111 amoue cosodct 1searc ad resom epstion. Sue& oPera-

Uses hall e jst toltef dieels -ad esatrd s1tew Os-mx-utamlgsty wh"Ich
*Sl set to dose asd ematianing ssadsA t thes lem lag authoity.

Art~b 8

have OA"ts 4the ig amne Iftmo ~a t los t nowe thebuo ~ a
aspmea 1110 Oeiaei 0es 6 hich~f an Is a 9=tts to w wA~,I

- - d asine to searc an m e ate ew m b e

Uecromwr-Gald at the UMltd Nadsaof thedstep tam are tawsn ad1d

Artice

it. owIngi to acedat int m Orsqsc ow ualattfdIsOM Mom& the esa

of ov tats, the smel he i MId wamgyr m orpesnals
the 1911111O 11111114111F
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objctof tscoponntpars asreurned to Erth In terinnude s-s
diction, or en the W^ meor la any other lao e t URIS, the jugsdlen Of say
State, Ahln notify the launching authority and the seaay.oener at the
United Nati=&s

2. aSub Contrasting Party having luuludie1= ove the terrtory an which I
space object or its component putb has been discovered shell, Meon the re.uest of
the launchig authorit and with asistance fro, thot authority If requed
tone suO& steps as it fnds pracicabe to recover the objest or component pert.

L. Upon request ot the laucifg authority, objects launched Into outer specw
or their component parts found beyond the territorl Hllts of the lanchng
authority shall be returned to or held at the dsposa of - l eeetatires, ot the
launching authority, which shall, upon request, furnish, identifying data prior to
their r

4. souIbtanding paragraphs 2 and 8 of thi article a ContractIng Party
whc has ram to believe that a spsce object or Its component parts discovered
In territory nder Its Jurisditon, or recovere by it elswhere, Is ata hasardmu
or dileteriu nature may s notify the launchIng authrity which shall time-
distely take seente steps, under the direction and control at the said Contract-
In Party to eimanat possible dangetor harm

IL Uspese Incurred in fullilling obligations to recover and return a space
object; or its emoetparts under paragraphs 2 and 8 of this article shall be
borne by the lancin1utort.

Artfcle 8
For the purposes of this Agreement, the term "launching authority" shall refer

to the State 0eq 1 rl for launching or, where an International intergovern-
mental eruanlaatl n NrsOmihie for launching, that organivatlon provided
that that Organisaiun declares It. acceptance of the rights and obligations pro.
rideS for In this Agreement and a majority of the States members of that re-

ainln r oCfteing Pties to this Agreemet and to the Trat an Pnin-
cles Governing the ActlvMe ot States In Uspioratien and Use of Outer Spae,- tdo meon and Other Celsis Bdeks.

Ar~do T
1.L~ l reemn Id he amai to all OWNte fr signature. Any Stat which

does not sin td Agroement, blo 1s entry Into 0oe in accordance, with para-
~ aph of this articl may acoede~ atel any time.
I2. b~ Agreesmet shal be subject -to IatI'MlI by ignatory States. Instn-

mn t ci atdue. a"nd - . a~re to acceesion sh" be deposited with the
Gsueinenc s " Wne SMte cc Ahhedo ~United Kingdoms at Great

2~detp bN10and end1 the 1UVolot.*v Socialkst Repulfics, which
are ~ ~ b an h h DepeitarT OIevernmm

S. hbACeMmu *ha en lMt L.. *po the degposat of bstrumepts of
SIMONnt l Wi ftmGoements designated as D&-

4. Vir htes whose Intrets cat isetion or secessiont arn deposited sub-
su to the ey tam 4esCi this Aggeement, It shaete Iminto force -on

th at *a ah epst d thei basire t. of ratlcatisa orecoeson.
So DApdry ssment dshalL uty Infor. all signatory and s-

MOMt ofMdm mat~s a" aseemaden 10this Avrement, the date ot Its, entry into

M&1~ Agreement shall In registered by the Depositaxy Governments pur,
sweat to Artie 140 at the Charter at Ows Unitd Nations.

Arthcle
Any tat. Parly toteAgreementay proos sagments to this Agreement.

Auenmus shal enter lat fts for eme Stat Party to th Agreement se-
"Plo Ite umaket pon ther aceptance by a majority of the States,
FI td fer each remaining ots Party to the

Agemn mS eta
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Articl 9
Any Waft party to the Agreement may give notice of Its witdaWal frem the

poaltary Govemnments. such witdrnwa dhal tame effect oe yeou from the date
of rcitof this Article

Wei Agreement, of which the English, Russian, French, Spenith and Chines

text are equally authentic, shall be dftosted In the urchvea Of the Depvositary

Governnts. Daly certified copies of this Agreement hall be transmitted by the

DepositAXy Goerm entS to the GOerMMU of the signatory A aceding States.
Ix WTNUU Wxnnoethe undergigned, duly authorilud. have signed thi

AgreemaL___
Dowen In ,copies at -
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List of States that have Deposited Jnstruimemte of Ratiflatiom of (or Aeceuulm
to) the Agreent on the Rescue of Alltoautsl, the Return of Astrocauts, and
the Retur Of Objects 1*uneh Into OOu terSam Opened for sigmatue at Wash.
fugtam London, and Mosco, Ar" a,1IN. Mater"d Into fare Deember 8, 1068
"Treaties and Other International Acts" (TIA S U).

Totalsa as of July 19M5:
Signatuesl: 19 Vius the Ukrhaln 3.5.1 and Byelorussian 8.8.1L
Ratlfleatiom: 47 plus the Byeioruedlan SAI.L and Ukradnian 8.A.L
Aeeln: ML
Netictan that it coutinues to be bound: 2
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TzxT or Tax Coivmv ON IIsNAToNAL Lumr iron DAvsA CAvaso sy
SPAz Oaa irs (1972)

Thbe stat" fta to " 0"064
Reacmalsus the comn. at erst at all mankind in furthering the exploration

and us of outer spsce for peaceful purpoes,
RcUhN the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other CelestialBodies
T'akin ao oosuid~ermo that, notwithstanding the precautionary memtsures to

be taken by States and international Intergovernmental organizations Involved
in the launchig of space objects, damage may on occasion be caused by such
Vbjecs

Reooisls the need to elaborate efective International rules and procedures
concerning liability for damage caused by apace objects and to ensure, in ppr-
ticular, the prompt payment under the terms of this Convention of a full
equitable meaure of compensation to victims of such damsae,

BeNevl. that the esablishment of such rules and procedures will contri t
to the strengthening of international co-operation in the field of the explore
and use of outer space for peaceful purposes,

Hou 0ee on the following:

For the purposes of this Convention:
(a) The term "damag means lov. of W1*e, personal Injury or other Implr.-.

-at health; or less at or damage to property of States or of persons, natural or
Juridical, or preMorty of international Intergovernmental organizations;

(b) The term "lat hi indudes attempted launching;
(M) The term "launching tate" means:
(1) A State which launehes or procures the launching of a space object;
(ii) A State from whose territory or facility a space object is launched;
(d) The term "space object" Includes component parts of a space object as well

as Its launch vehwde ad parts thereat

Artes I

A launchIng State shall be absolutely liable to pay compensation for damage
caused by Its space object on the urfaee of the earth or to aircraft In 2ight.

Articl II
In the eve t dam being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the earth

to a speae object of oe lausebing State or to pers Or property on board such
a spre object of another launching State the latter shall be liable ony if the
damag is due to Its "aut or the fault of perss for whom it Is responsible.

Ar"l IV
1. In the event of damage beng eassed elsewhere than o the surface of te

esrth to i spa" object of ea launeing State or to peeseW or preptw ais board
such a saeobject by a qpesV!-Q another hlancier Mtei aud at
thery bein tered to a tMrd Sate or to Its Ntml or jurhulepus ia
Srt two mSat shen be jonly sd seveally able to the tbi" Uta / t
extent be"m byW the following:

(a) It 001 1 %W slad is to e third hint a the sUNI of do
eart or to t.ati ight their iabdity the thrd Sate sMl be abolute;

~Z.



(b) If the damage has been caused to a space object of the third State or to
persons or property on board that space object elsewhere than on the surface
of the earth, their liability to the third State shall be based on the fault of either
of the first two States or on the fault of persons for whom either is responsible.

2. In all caes of joint and several liability referred to in paragraph 1, the
burden of compensation for the damage shall be apportioned between the first
two States in accordance with the extent to which they were at fault; If the
extent of the fault of each of these States cannot be established, the burden of
compensation shall be apportioned equally between them. Such apportionment
shall be without prejudice to the right of the third State to seek the entire
compensation due under this Convention from any or all of the launching States
which are jointly and severally liable.

Article V

1. Whenever two or more States jointly launch a space object, they shall be
jointly and severally liable for any damage caused.

2. A launching State which has paid compensation for damage shall have the
right to present a claim for indemnification to other participants in the joint
launching. The participants in a joint launching may conclude agreements re-
garding the apportioning among themselves of the financial obligation in respect
of which they are jointly and severally liable. Such agreements shall be without
prejudice to the right of a State sustaining damage to seek the entire compenxa-
tion due under this Convention from any or all of the launching States which are
jointly and severally liable.

3. A State from whose territory or facility a space object is launched shall be
regarded as a participant in a joint launching.

Artile VI

1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2. exoneration from absolute liability
shall be granted to the extent that a launching State establlishes that the damage
has resulted either wholly or partially from gross negligence or from an act of
omission done with intent to cause damage on the part of a claimant State or of
natural or juridical persons it represents.

2. No exoneration whatever shall be granted in cask , where the damage hba
resulted from activities conductod by a launching Stat," which are not in can-
formity with international law including. In iarticular, the Charter of the United
Nations and the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of Rtateq in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies.

Article VII

The provisions of this Convention shall not apply to damage caused Iy a space
object of a launching State to:

ka) Nationals of that launching State:
(b) Foreign nationals during such time as they are participating in tha fvp'ra-

, tion of that space object from the time of its launching or at any stag.e there-
after until its descent, or during such time as they are in the Immediate vipinity
of a planned launching or recovery area as the result of an invitation by that
launching State.

Article VIII

1. A State which sufferq damage, or whose ,qturnl or juridical prsont suffer
damage, may present to a launching State u claim for comlensation fir su('h
damage.

2. If the mtate of nationality has not prwented a elaim. another State may. in
respect of damage sustains! In Its territory by any natural or juridical ier.son.
present a claim to a launching State.

. If neither the State of nationality nor the State In whose territory the
damage was sustained has presented a claim or notified its intention of present-
lug a claim, another State may, in respect of damage sustalncd by Its permanent

t residents, present a claim to a launching State.

/
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ArKte IX
A claim for compensation for damage shall he presented to a launching Ptate

through diplomatic channels. If a State does not maintain diplomatle relations
with the launching State concerned. it may request another State to present its
claim to that launching State or otherwise reprenent its Interests under this Con-
vention. It may also present its claim through the Secretary-General of the
ruited Nations, provided the claimant State and the launching State are both
31ember, of the United Nations.

Article X

1. A claim for compensation for damage may l presented to a launching State
not later than one year following the date of the occurrence of the damage or the
Identificarion of the launching State which is liable.

2. If, however, a State dci not know of the occurrence of the damage or has
not been able to identify the launching State which is liable, It may present a
claim within one year following tne date on which it learned of the aforemen-
tioned facts: however, this perind ihall in no event exceed one year following
the date on which tihe State could reasonably be expected to have learned of the
faetu tbrough the exercise of due diligence.

. The time-limits specified in Ixrazralhs 1 and 2 shall apply even If the full
extent of the damage may not be known. In this event, however, the claimant
State shall he entitled to revise the claim and submit additional documentation
after the expiration of such time-limits until one year after the full extent of
the damage is known.

Article XI
1. Prpentation of a claim to a launching State for compensation for damage

under this Convention .thall not require the prior exhaustion of any local rem-
edles whi'h may be available to a claimant State or to natural or Juridical per-
sons it represents.

2. Nothing In this Convention shall prevent a State, or natural or Juridical
lersmons it might represent, from pursuing a claim In the courts or administrative
tribunals or agencies of a launching State. A State shall not, however, be entitled
to lara'ment a claim under thts Convention in respect of the same damage for which
a claim Is being pursued in the courts or administrative tribunals or agencies of
a lann-bing State or under another international agreement which In binding on
the States concerned.

Article XII

Thbe compensation which the launching State shall be liable to pay for damage
under this Convention shall be determined in accordance with international law
and the principles of Justice and equity, in order to provide such reparation in
respe-t of the damage as will restore the person, natural or Juridical, State or
International organization on whose behalf the claim is presented to the condl
tion which would have existed if the damage had not occurred.

Article XIII

Unless the claimant State and the State from which compensation is due under
this Convention agree on another form of compensation, the compensation shall
be paid in the currency of the claimant State or, if that State so requests, in the
currency of the State from which compensation Is due.

Article XIV

If no settlement of a claim In arrived at through diplomatic negotlations as
provided for in article I.X, within one year from the date on which the claimant
State notifies the launching State that it has submitted the doeumentation of Its
claim, the parties concerned shall establish a Claims Commission at the request
of either party. Artle rV

.1. The (laims Commission shall be composed of thre members: one appointed
by the claimant State, one appointed by the launching State and the third m -

/ ler, the Chairman, to be chosen by both parties Jointly. Each party shall make
Its appointment within two months of the request for the estabishment f theCIRMCommission.

100
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If no agreement Is reached on the choice of the Chalmran within four months
of the request for the establishment of the Claims CommuIo either party my
request the Secretary-r wal of the United Nations to appoint the Chairman
within a further'period of two months.

Article XVI

1. If one of the parties does not make Its appointment within the stipulated
period, the Chairman shall, at the request of the other party, comtitute a single-
member Claims Commision.

2 Any vacancy which may arise In the Claim Commisslon for whatever reason
shall be. led by the same procedure adopted for the oigial appointment.

8. The Claim Commission shall determine its own preeoduriL
4. The Claims Commission shall determine the place or places where It shall

sit and all other administrative matters.
. Nxeept In the case of decisions and awards by a sa~gle-member Commislson.

all dedisons and awards of the Claims Commilaion shall be by majority vote.

Article XVII

No Increase in the membership of the baims Commission shall take place by
reason of two or more claimant States or launching States being joined In any
one proceeding before the Commission. The claimant States so Joined shall ol-
lectively appoint one member of the Commission in the same manner and subject
to the same eesditions as would be the se for a single claimant State. When two
or more launchin States are so joined, they shall collectively appoint one member
of the Commlssion In the same way. If tb claimant States or the launching
States do not make the appointment withir, the stipulated prlod, the Chairman
shall constitute a single-member Commission.

Artilo XVfI

The Claims Commission shall decide the merits of the claim for eompensation.
and determine the amount of compensation payable, If any.

ArNde XIX

The Commission shall act In accordance with the provisions o article XIL
2. The decision or the Commission shall be final and binding if the parties have

so agreed; otherwise the Comsmisson shall render a ftIal and roMmendatory
award, which the parties shall consider In good faith. The Commson shall state
the reasons for Its decision or award.
& The Commission shall give Its decision or award as promptly as possible and

no later than one year from the date of Its establishment unless an extension of
this period is found neemary by the Commission.

4. The Commision shall make Its decision or award public. It shall deliver a
certfied copy of Its decision or award to each of the parties and to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.

Artile IXX
The expnses In regard to the Claim Commission shall be borne equally by the.

parties, unless otherwise decided by the Commission.

Aricle XXI

If the damage caused by a space object ps ents a large-scale danger to human
life or seriously Interferes with the lving eonditious ot the population or the
functlning of vital centres, the States Parties, and in particular the launching
State, shall examine the possibility ot rendering appropriate and rapid assistance
to the State which has suffered the datmae, when it so requests. However, noth-
ing in this article shall affect the rights or obligations of the States Parties under-
this Convention.

Article XXII

to taft sunl bdeemed to apply to any International In n mtal or-

Mudsatku wbke emoduet spae activities It the organltion declares Is accept
ane of the rights and obligations pr*vidd for In thM Convention and If a

. . 01
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majority of the States member of the organization are States Parties to this
Convention and to the Treaty on Prineiles Governing the Activities of States
In the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and other Celestial
Bodies.

2. States members of any such organization which are States Parties to this
Convention shall take all appropriate stepa to ensure that the organization makes
a declaration In accordance with the preceding paragraph.

& If an International Intergovernmental organization Is liable for damage by
virtue of he provisions of this Convention, that organization and those of its
members which are States Parties to this Convention shall be Jointly and severally
liable; provided, however, that:

(a) Any clim for compensation in respect of such damage shall be first pre-
sented to the organization;

(b) Only where the organization has not paij, within a period of six months,
any sum agreed or determined to be due as compensation for such damage may
the claimant State Invoke the liability of the members which are States Parties
to this Convention for the payment of that sum.

4. Any elaim, pursuant to the provisions of this Convention, for compensation
in rempeet of damage caused to an organization which has made a declaration
in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article shall be presented by a State mem-
ber of the organization which is a State Party to this Convention.

Article XXIII
1. The provisions of this Convention shall not affect other International agree-

meats in force insoftr as relations between the States Parties to such agreements
ar concerns

2 No provision of this Convention shall prevent States from eoncluding inter-
national agreements reaflirming supplementing or extending its provisions.

Article XX/V

1. This Convention shall be open to all States for signature. Any State which
does not sign this Convention before its entry Into force in accordance with
paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any time.

2. This Convention shall be subject to raification by signatory States. Instru-
ments of ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited with the
Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America, which
are hereby designated the Depositary Governments.

8. This Convention shall enter Into force on the deposit of the fifth instrument
of ratification.
4. ]por States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited subse-

quent to the entry into force of this Convention, it shall enter into force on the
date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

& The Depositary Governments shall promptly inform all signatory and anced-
ing States of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument
of ratification of and accession to this Convention, the date of Its entry into force
and other notiees.

. This Convention shall be registered by the Depositary Governments pursuant
to Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Article XXV

Any State Party to this Convention may propose amendments to this Conven-
tion. Amendments shall enter into fore for each State Party to the Coa te
seeping the amendments upon their acceptance by a norty of the Statm
Parties to the Conventiou and thereafter for each remaining State Party to the
Convention on the date of acceptance by it

.Artice XXVI

Ten years after the entry Into force of this Conrentlon, the question of the re-
view of this Convention shall be included in the provisional aenda of the nited
Nations General Assembly in order to consider, In the light of past application of
vention has been in foe for five years, and at the request of ne-third of the
the Convention, whether it requires revision. Howeve, at say time After the CoWn
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States Parties to the Convention, and with the eoneurrene of the majority at
the States Parties, a conference of the Statms Parties shMR be eonmail to review
this Convention. rlsXX1

Any State- Party to this Convention nay give notic. of Its withidnwal fromt
the Convention one year after its entry Into forme by written molficalou to the
D~epositary Governments. Such withdrawal shall take effect one year from the
dlate of receipt of this notification.

Aroe XXVIII

This Convention, of which the Chidnos% Eglish, French, Ruaian and Spanish
texts are equally authentic, shall he deposited In the archives of the Depositary
Governments. Duly certified copies of this Convention shall be transmitted by the
Depwitryz Goermntstoteoernmnt f h sgatr and accedn tate&o

Dopsinr Goenet aot Gtvenmtets of the igonator and a ingttes
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List at States that have Deposited Instruments of Ratigicatlan of (or aeee-
sim to) the Omcventlon I naternational Liability for Damage Caused by 8pace
Object. Done at Washington, London and Moscow, March 29, 1971 (t.S. Menute
advice and consent to ratilkation iven October 6,1972; ratlied by the Pre~ldent
May 18, 178; ratifeation deposited October 9, 1978. Entered into force for the
United Statem on October 9, 19 "'Treatles and Other International Acts" (TIAS
WN).

Totals as of uly IlM:
Spatures: 71 plus the Ukrainian 8. 8. R. and Byelorussian . S. R.
Ratlcatlons: 28 plus the Ukralnian . S. L.
Aceessions: .
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APPENDIX !
PRESIDENT CARTER'S SPACE DIRECTIVES

Wnr Houan Pas RzLuAs (Ds pnox oF A P smmu WMLDinsxwv ox NATIONAL SPACZ POLICY)

Tun Wn- Housa,June AO, 1078.
The President directed under a Presidential Review Memorandum

that the NSC Policy Review Comte P thoroughly review
existing policy and formulate overall principles which should guide our
space activities. The major concerns that prompted this review arose
from $rowing interaction among our various space activities.

This review examined and the resultant Presidential Directive
establishes:

A government policy oversight system to review and revise
space policy as neWed;

Ground rules for the balance and interaction among our space
programs to insure achievement of the interrelated national
security, economic, political, and arms limitation goals of the
U.S.; and

Modifications to existing policies, the appropriate extent of the
overlapping technology, and product dissemination by the sectors.

This Presidential Directive establishes an NSC Policy Review
Committee to provide a forum to all Federal agencies for their policy
views, to advise on proposed changes to national space policy, to re-
solve issues referred to the Committee, and to provide for rapid
referral of issues to the President for decision as necessary. This Com-
mittee will be chaired by the Director of the Office of Science and
Technlogy Policy, Frank Press. Recogmzig that the civilwi space
program is at the threshold of change, the President has ated the
PRC to assess the needs and aspirations of the nation's civil space
program. The United States has built a broad national base in space
and aeronautics. At issue is how best to capitalize on prior investments
and set the needed direction and purpose for continued vitality in the
future.

Under the Presidential Review Memorandum the emphasis was to
resolve potential conflicts among the various space program sectors
and to recommend coherent space principles and national space
policy. In focusing upon these issues, the Policy Review Committee
concluded that our current direction set forth in the Space Act
of 1958 is well founded and that the preponderence of existing prob-
lems was related to interactions and resultant stresses among the
various space programs. For this reason, the classified portion of the
recently signed Pe~sidential Directive concentrates on overlap ques-
tions. It does not deal in detail with the long-term objectives of our
defense, commercial, and civil programs. Determining our civil space

_. jpolicy, outlined above, will be the next step.
As a result of this in-depth review, the President's Directive estab-

lishes national policies to guide the conduct of United States activities
in and related to space programs. The objetives are (1) to advance
the interests of the Uni-edStates throgh the exploration and use of
space and (2) to cooperate with other nations in maintaining the free-

mor of space for all activities which enhance the security am welfare
of mankind. The space principles set forth in this Directive are:
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The United States will pursue space activities to ineame
scientific knowledge, develop useful comercial and governTent
applcations of space tecnology, and maintain United States
leaderuhin s technology.

The nited States is committed to the principles of the ex-
ploration and use of outer spe by it nations for peaceful pur-
poses and for the benefit of all mankind.

The United States is committed to the exploration and use of
outer space in support of its national well-being.

The United States rejects any claims to sovereignty over outer
space or over celestial Mies, or any portion thereof, and rejectsany limitations on the fundamenta ight to acquire data from
space.

The United States t -Ids that the space systems of any nation
are national property and have the right of passage through and
operations in space without interference. Puposeful interference
with space systems shall be viewed as an infringement upon
sovereign rights

The -United States will pursue activities in space in support
of its right of self-defense and thereby strengthen national se-
curity, the deterrence of attack, and arms control agreements.

The United States will conduct international cooperative space
activities that are beneficial to the United States scientifically,
politically, economically, and/or militarily.

The United States will develop and operate on a global basis
active and passive remote sensing operations in support of
national objectives.

The United States will maintain current responsibility and
management relationships among the various space programs
and, as such, close coordination and information exchange wil
be maintained among the space sectors to avoid unnecessary
duplication and to allow maximum cross-utilization of all
capabilities.

Our civil space pr" .will be conducted to increase the body of
scientific knowledge aout the earth and the universe; to develop and
operate civl applications of space technology; to maintain United
States leadership in space science, applications, and technology; and
to further United States domestic and foreign policy objectives within
the following uidelines:

The Unitd States will encourage domestic commercia exploita-
tion of space capabilities and systems for economic benefit sad to
i promote the technological position of the United States; however, all
United States earth-oriented remok sensing satellites will require
United States government authorization anl supervision or regulation.

Advances in earth imaging from space will b permitted under con-
trols and when such needs are justified and assessed in relation to
civil benefits, national security, and foreign policy. Controls as

~ / apro)riate, on other forms of remote earth sensing will be established.
Data and results from the civil space programs will be provided the

widest practical dissemination to improve the condition of human
beings on earth and to provide improved space services for the United
States and other nations of the world.
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TI United States will develop, manage, ad operate a fully opera.
tal Trawportation stem (sTs) through NASA, in cooper-
atim winth the Department of Defense. The TS will service all
athoried apace users-domestic and foreign commercial and

em~me..tol-.-and will provide launch priority and necessary security
t matiamal security misions while recognizing the essentially open
earaetr of the civil space Program.

Our national security related space programs will conduct those
activities in space whichare necessary to our support of such functions
as command and control, communications, navigation, environmental
Monitoring, warning and surveillance, and space defense as well as to
support thformulation and execution of national policies; and to
support the plamning for and conduct of military operations. These
pwill be conducted within the followi guidelines:

Security, including dissemination of data, shall be conducted in
acodanc with Executive Orders and applicable directives for pro-
tection of national security information. Space-related products and
technology shall be afforded lower or no classification where possible
to twider use of our total national space capability.

Scretary of Defenme will establish a program for identifying
and integrating, as apro ate, civil and commercial resources into
military operations dimring national emergencies declared by the
President.

Survivability of space systems will be pursued commensurate with
the planned need in criss and war and the availability of other assets
to perform the mision. Identified deficiencies will be eliminated and
an ve, long-term program will be applied to provide more
ui uurvivaplity through evolutionary changes to space systems.

The United States Ands itself under imcreasing pressure to field
an anti-satellite capability of its own in response to Soviet activities
in this area. By exercising mutual restraint, the United States and
the Soviet Union have an opportimity at this early juncture to stop
an unhealthy arms competition in space before the competition de-
velops a momentum of its own. The two countries have commenced
bilateral discussions on limiting certain activities directed against
aae objects, which we anticipate will be consistent with the overall

US. goal of maintaining any nation's right of passage through and
operations in space without interference.

While the United States seeks verifiable, comprehensive limits on
anti-satellite pabilities and use, in the absence of such an agreement,
the United States will vigorously pursue development of its own
capabilitie. The U.S. space defense program shall include an inte-
grated attack warning, notification, verification, and contimgeey
reaction capability which can effectively detect and react to threats
to U.S. apace systems.

le
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TH3 WHrrE Hovsu--OcToan 11, 1978

FACT SHEmr

U.S. CIVIL SPACE POLICY

The President announced today a space policy that will set the direc-
tion of U.S. efforts in space over the next decade. The policy is the
result of a 4-month interagency review ruested by the President in
June 1978. American civil space policy w be centered around three
tenets:

First.-Our space policy will reflect a; balanced strategy of applica-
tions, science and technology development containing essential key
elements that will:

Emphasize space applications that will bring important benefits
to our understanding of Earth resources, climate, weather, pollution
and agriculture, and provide for the private sector to take an increasing
responsibility in remote sensing and other applications.

Emphasie space science and exploration in a manner that retains
the challenge and excitement and permits the Nation to retain the
vitality of its space technology bse, yet provides short-term flexibility
to impose fiscal constraints when conditions warrant.

Take advantage of the flexibility of the Space Shuttle to reduce
the cost of operating in space over the next two decades to meet
national needs.

Increase benefits for resources expended through better integration
and technology transfer among the national pace programs and through
more joint projects when appropriate, thereby increasing the return
on the $100 billion investment in space to the benefit of the American
people.

Assure American scientific and technological leadership in space
for the security and welfare of the Nation and continue R. & D. neces-
ary to provide the bias for later programmatic decisions.

Demonstrate advanced technological capabilities in open and
imaginative ways having benefit for developing as well as developed
countries.

Fosterspace cooperation with nations by conducting joint programs.
Cofirm our support, of the continued development of a legal

regime for space that will assure its sale and peaceful use for the benefit
of mankind.

eewid.--More and more, space is becoming a place to work-an
extension of our enviromuent. In the future, activities will be pursued
in space when it appeaus that national objectives can most effciently be
met through sjmm activities.

TirI.-t n neither feasible nor necessary at this time to commit
the United States to a spe engineering initiative

Spam enmw

_to ,tpolo. As As ur4se and manpower requirementfor tt.ure dev.i et phus down, we winl have the flxibility to itive
.. :- -, ramattenio to now .space aplesn and exploration, continu
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Spe. apliction
As a part of his overall review and in accordance with his desire

to increase emphasis on uses of space for a wide variety of practical and
economic benefits the President made the following decisions:

Remoe sensing 8ystLms.-Since 1972 the United States has conducted
experimental civil remote sensing through Landsat satellites. There are
many successful applications and users, including Federal departments,
other nations, a number of States, anti a growing number of commer-
cial organizations. The United States will continue to provide data
from the developmental Landsat program for all classes of users.
Operational uses of data from the experimental system will continue to
be made by public, private, and international users. Specific (letails and
configurations of the Landsat system and its management and organi-
zational factors will evolve over the next several years to arrive at the
appropriate technology mix, test organizational arrangements, anti
develop the potential to involve the private sector.

Integrad remote wsing sytem.-A comprehensive _plan covering
expected technical, programmatic, private sector, and institutional
arrangements for remote sensing will be explored. NASA will chair an
interagency task force to examine options for integrating current and
future systems into an integrated national system. Emphasis will be
placed on defining and meeting user requirements. This task force will
complete its review prior to the fiscal year 1981 budget cycle.

Weeer esteite.--Separate operattonal requirements for meteoro-
logical data over the past two decades have led to separate Defense
and Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) weather satellites. The Defense community, NASA, and
NOAA will conduct a review of meteorological satellite programs to
determine the degree to which these programs might be consolidated
in the 1980's and the extent to which separate programs supporting
specialized defense needs should be maintained. The possibility of in-
tegrated systems for ocean observations from space will also be
examined.

TU privste uor.-Along with other appropriate agencies, NASA
and Commerce will prepare a plan of action on how to encourage pri-
vate investment and direct participation in civil remote sensing sys-
tem. NASA and Commerce will be the contacts for the private sector
on this matter and will analyze proposals received before submitting
to the Policy Review Committee (Space) for consideration and action.

Cbimmiitiea satellite R. & D.-U.S. leadership in communica-
tios satellite systems will be supported by NASA. Selected techno-
loieal opportunities to provide better frequency and orbit utilization
and other longer term opportunities will be pursued.

7- std ie.-Some areas of communications
er 1es as educationl and health services and basc communi-

cations services for remote areas-involve low-volume and intermit-
tot use and have evidenced little interest from commercial satellite

oioL The Department of Commerce's National Telecommunica-
&iWandla mionAnstion (NTIA) will assist in market
= "t I atebnolg transer, and possible developmient of domes-

t ie dianatioal public satellite services. This direction is intended
to stimulate the aggregation of the public service market drawing on

~' ,.,,i .
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the techlogy that is already in existence. The cyfor Inturna-
tional Development and Interiom will work with fan tAmnaltu
domestic experience in public service programs into potential programs
for lesser developed countries and the remote territories.

Future appblieoe anud conouuic .ctiviy.-It is too early to make a
commitment to the development of a satellite solar o station or
space manufacturig facility due to the uncertanty ofthetechnology

an eonmi cstbeefts and environmental concerns. There are,
however, very useful intermediate steps that will allow the develop-
ment and testing of key technologies and experience in space industrial
operations to be gained. The United States wiluruln vltinr
provgam that iq directed toward nwotoshihwill be
reviewed periodically by the Pol1icy view &mmittee (space).
The evolutionary program will strews science and basic technol-
integrated with a complementary ground R. & D. program-sNi
continue to evaluate the relative costs and benefits of proposed
activities.
Spe. ewmee and exploration

The President reviewed the space science and planetary exploration
pr;ram. and determined that the U.S. priorities at an ~ time
wildepend on the promise of the science, the avani-t o!enf the

particular technaology, and the budgetary situation. The Unite states
will maintain a position of leadership an space science and planetary
exploration and will:

Motiu, a vigorous program of plaetr eloration to under-
stand the origin and evolutione of the soar =systmh goal in the years
ahead is to continue the reconnaissanceof the outer planets and to
conduct more detailed exploration of Saturn, its moons, and its rings
to continue comparative studies of the neighboring planet., Venus
and Mans; and to conduct reconnaissance of comsets and asteroids.

Utilize the space telescope and free-fying satellites to usher in a
new era of astronomyana we explore interstellar molecules, quasars,
pulsar and black hlsto expend our uandumstaniding of the universe

DeveQlp a better understanding of the Son and its interaction wit
the terrestrial environment through space systems-such as the
Solar Maximum Missio and the Solar Pola Maioic-that will
journey toward the Sun and Earth-orbiting satellites tht will measure
the varition in solar output and determine the resultant response of
the Earth's Atmosphere.

Utilize the pace Shuttle and Spacelab, alone and incoprtion
with other nations, to conduct basic research that compeImnente
Earth-based life science investigations sand human ph v iyreearch.

Our policy aintenta spae cooperation will, incue two basic
elemts: (1) to pursue the best science available regardless of national

orgn and expawd our internatioal planning and 6oodaa effort;
ald2 osekcoeaiupport for experimentpecrt which

have bee them an sond sciotiic criteria.

As a resul of the President's reviw, decisios m m=d. that will
is er the bawit to the Unmited State for resoures eirpeded.
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S""Y to Utilm t SkAUt.-The admintration will make incre-
mental improvements in the Shuttle transportation system as they
become necessary. Decisions on extending the Shuttle a stay time in
orbit and future upper st ca abilities e.g., the reusable spae tug
and orbital trandis vehicle) will be examined in the context of our
emerging spae policy goals. An intera.ney task force will make
recommendations on what future Lxpabilities are needed. This task
force will submit the findings to the Policy Review Committee (Space)
prior to the fiscal year 1981 budget cycle.

Twhsoit uMri.-The Policy Review Committee (Space) will
take steps to enhance technology transfer between the space sectors.
The objective will be to maxiwi efficient utilization of the sectors
while maintaining necessary security and current management
relationships.
Backgmound

Early in his administration, the President directed a National
Security Council review of space policy. The emphasis was on coherent
space principles and national space policy and did not deal in detailwith the long-term objectives of our defense, commercial, and civil
programs. The review, completed in May 1978, resulted in a Presi-
dential Directive that set the basic framework for our civil space
policy completed last week. The President's May 1978 directive estab-
lished a Policy Review Committee (Space) to provide a forum for all
Federal agencies in which to advise on proposed changes to national
space policy and to provide for rapid referral of issues to the President
for decision. This Committee is chaired b the Director of the Office
of Science and Technology Policy, Frank Press. In June 1978 the Presi-
dent directed the Policy Review Committee (Space) to assess the
future needs of the Nation's civil space program, and their report
formed the basis for the policy decisions outlined here. The following
agencies and departments participated: The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Commerce, Interior, culture, Energy,
State, National Science Foundation, Agency for International Devel-
opment, Defense, Director of Central Intelligence, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, as well as the
Domestic Policy Staff, the National Security Council Staff and the
Office of Management and Budget.

/
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

AACB ...... Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating
Board

ACDA ...... Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
ABM ... antiballistic missile
ABMA ...... Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ADC ...... Aerospace Defense Center
ADCOM ..... Aerospace Defense Command
AEC ..... Atomic Energy Commission
AFM ...... Air Force Manual
AFSATCOM ... Air Force Sateurie communications
AFSC ......... Air Force Systems Command
ARDC ......... Air Research and Development command
ARPA ......... Advanced Research Projects Agency
ASAT ......... antWItt
ASTP ......... Apollo-Soyuz Test Program
CSOC ......... Cnoiad Space Operations Center
DARPA ........ Defense Advanced Research Projects.Agency
DCSO ......... Depu" Commander for Space Operations
DMSP ......... Defense MeArs oia Satellite Program
DOC .......... Department of Commerce
DOD .......... Deparbment of Defense
DOE .......... Department of Energ
DOS .......... Depatrmet of State
DSCS ......... Defense Satellite Comrmications System
ELV ........... expendabtlIanch vohicl
ESA ........... European Space Aglency

*FLTSATCOM ... Flee S#aell Communcations
FOSS ........ fractional orial bomrdmenWWWt satellit7FY ............ fiscal yew
OW .......... ground wolie forms
WePS.........lba Poitonn Systm

08 ..... kdsmwNhoe baIltic M~issl



lOG....... Initial Operational capab"lit
IR B M...... Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile
IGY ....... Interational Geophysical Yeaw
JPL ....... Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California Institute of

MASJOM......Technology)
MAJCM ...... major comnmand (USAF)

AILSATCOM .. military satellite communications
MOL ...... manned orbital laboratory
I4ACA ...... National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NACAA ........ National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

and Astrohautics
NAS ......... National Academy of Science

NASA ......... National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NAS ct ...... National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1956

(Public Law 85-566)LAS j....... Naina eE 7auis nESac Cuc
NCA.......... national command authorit

NOAC..........National Seurity i Co ncil oshrc gn

NSF ......... NvlFeerhLbrtr

OS .-....... OffNaiceofth Serity ofDeens
OST .......... Ouaterna Sace reaty ior
OSBTP......... Office oA Scinc and ecnodgyeot c
PDT ........... PrwSaent DTrectyv

PPS.........Planng Progremn and Budgeting System
PRC .......... PresiWdenia Review Commit.
PSAC ......... Prisidet's Wwietifc Advisory Gomrnfse
R&D.......... research and development
SAC ........... Strategic Air Command
SMOPS ....... Space Misson raain PlannngStudy
SAF ......... srlgl oki*o
STG ........... Spmcb Toa " uog
VMT........... SpaceTrnptmo System
TAOS ...... Thrust-Assisted Orbiter Systm
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